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Episcopal dioceses ease COVID-19 precautions
Churches greet CDC’s mask update with caution, cheer

remaining mask requirements.
At St. Stephen’s, the service
on May 19 was the first time
he partially obscured
vaccinated worshippers were
faces of parishioners
invited to leave their masks at
in the pews greeted the
home. “It was a unique situaRev. Jamie Parsley as
tion, people coming in for the
he celebrated Holy Eucharist
first time not wearing their
on May 16. Their masks were
masks,” Parsley told ENS. “It
a fact of pandemic life for the
feels like we’re coming to the
past year under the Diocese of
end of the pandemic.”
North Dakota’s COVID-19
The CDC specifically said
protocols, but Parsley sensed a
it is safe for vaccinated people
change coming.
to “attend a full-capacity worAfter the Sunday service
ship service” and “sing in an
at St. Stephen’s Episcopal
indoor chorus” without wearPhoto/St. Stephen’s
Church in Fargo, Parsley, the Bishop Thomas Ely of the Diocese of North Dakota, attends a service May 19 at St. ing masks. In response, bishchurch’s rector, met with the Stephen’s Episcopal Church in Fargo. The congregation lifted its mask requirement ops and dioceses have issued a
vestry and discussed their plan the same week for vaccinated worshippers.
flurry of updates to their proto allow worshippers who have
tocols, in many cases easing
been vaccinated against COVID-19 to attend COVID-19 cases in the United States have mask requirements and allowing a gradual
services without wearing masks. The change dropped to their lowest level in nearly a year, return to normal congregational singing and
was based on the new guidelines issued the and millions more Americans are receiving fellowship time, such as coffee hours.
previous week by the Centers for Disease vaccination doses each day.
They also urge caution, since not everyone
Control and Prevention.
The CDC still recommends unvaccinated has been vaccinated and vaccination eligibility
Similar discussions have taken place in the Americans wear face masks in public, but vac- has not yet extended to children under age 12.
past week in congregations across the Episco- cinated individuals don’t need to take that pre“What wonderful news!” East Carolina
pal Church in response to the CDC’s update caution. States, communities, businesses and Bishop Rob Skirving said in a message to
and the subsiding threat of the pandemic. churches followed up by lifting many of their
continued on page 7
By David Paulsen
Episcopal News Service

T

Presiding Bishop announces
new racial truth
and reconciliation effort
By Egan Millard
Episcopal News Service

T

he Episcopal Church Executive Council at its June
meeting discussed how
racism is being confronted within and beyond the church,
and created a new working group
that will be tasked with expanding the church’s ongoing antiracism and reconciliation efforts.
Executive Council, a body
of elected lay and clergy church
representatives that serves as the
church’s governing body between
meetings of General Convention, met virtually June 25-28.
Presiding Bishop Michael
Curry, the council chair, announced that he and the Rev.

Gay Clark Jennings, president
of the House of Deputies and
vice-chair of the council, are
forming a working group on
truth and reconciliation for the
entire Episcopal Church.
The new working group is not
intended to replace the church’s
existing efforts on telling the truth
about its complicity in racism
and dismantling the structures
that perpetuate it, but to build on
those efforts and extend them to
every corner of the church.
“Many dioceses have already
done this,” Curry said in his
opening remarks. “Many congregations and schools and seminaries have done this — not all,
but many have. But now [we
have the chance] to do this work

Photo/ENS

Executive Council meets in plenary session online at its June conference.

of truth and reconciliation…”
at the churchwide level “in all
of the countries where we are
located. To my knowledge, this
has not been done before.
“This is an invitation, and an
opportunity to do the hard and
holy work of love. This is an opportunity to do and to model
… for the societies in which we
live, what we must do to save
our souls from the evils of rac-

ism, the evils of supremacy of
anybody over anybody else.”
The working group, Curry
said, will be composed of bishops and deputies, some of whom
currently serve on the Executive
Council Committee on AntiRacism and Reconciliation and
the Presiding Officers’ Advisory
Group on Beloved Community
Implementation.
continued on page 6
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Conversations

Who owns a gift to the church?
By Solange De Santis

T

he May issue of Episcopal Journal contained an Episcopal News
Service story about St. Paul’s
Church, Baltimore, which was
auctioning some extremely valuable
items in order to endow a scholarship
for African-American students to attend
St. Paul’s Schools in Brooklandville, Md.
The story prompted reader Ed
O’Brien to write, criticizing the church’s
initiative. Episcopal Journal followed up
the story, examining the liturgical items
online at the auction house’s website,
viewing the sale prices and contacting St.
Paul’s co-rector, the Rev. Mark Stanley,
for his perspective. The Journal also contacted O’Brien for permission to publish
his letter.
The Alex Cooper auction house in
Towson, Md., conducted the auction
of 15 silver items, including a jewelencrusted chalice and a silver offering
plate, which brought $45,000. The auction brought St. Paul’s a total of $75,000
and the church funded the remainder of
the $300,000 scholarship fund from its
endowment, according to Stanley.
Several pieces were inscribed, attesting
to the faith and generosity of St. Paul’s
parishioners over the years. Founded in
1692, St. Paul’s is the oldest church in
Baltimore.
The jeweled chalice inscription reads,
“To the Glory of God and in loving
memory of William Wallace Taylor, Marie
Williams Greenway and children.” The
silver offering plate noted it was donated
on “Easter 1876.” A sterling silver wine
cup was inscribed, “In memory of
Elizabeth North Semmes, Born June 29th
1884, Died June 7th 1885.”
O’Brien referred to one of the inscriptions in his May 17 letter:
“I read in the May Episcopal Journal
an article by David Paulsen of Episcopal

News Service … about a BalMay 2021 Episcopal Journal 13
timore church auctioning its
nEws
historical items. This makes
Baltimore church to auction historic silver to help create scholarship fund
me think that these items were
given to St. Paul’s Episcopal
proceeds are estimated to reach
to establish the scholarship fund.
By David Paulsen
$75,000. The gem-encrusted
The church plans to work
Church long ago (1876 on
Episcopal News Service
plate and chalice alone could be
with the nonprofit Baltimore
Easter) by a benefactor who
t. Paul’s Episcopal Church, worth up to $60,000 at auction.
Educational Scholarship Trust,
“Why are they sitting in a safe?
founded in 1692, is the oldest
or BEST, which will identify
thought the church should care
church in Baltimore. It owns an Let’s invest them in the children
students in the community who
offering plate that is itself more of Baltimore City,” said Stanley,
would be appropriate candidates
for these valuable items indefivaluable than any offering the congrega- who has served St. Paul’s as rector
for the scholarship. Stanley said
tion might collect on a typical Sunday. for 17 years.
the church hopes this fall to
nitely and with great care.
The
downtown
church,
Made of silver and encrusted with gems,
provide its first scholarship of
the offering plate bears an inscription commonly known as Old
$15,000 to help one student at“This makes any one of us,
dating it to “Easter 1876.” A similar in- St. Paul’s, established and
tend the St. Paul’s Schools where
scription is found on another historic still maintains ties to the St.
high school tuition is $32,800.
including myself, think long
item, one of the church’s silver chalices, Paul’s Schools in suburban
The school is offering financial
The gem-encrusted silver offering plate and chalice up
Brooklandville. It began as a for auction were given to St. Paul’s Episcopal Church in
which features clusters of diamonds.
aid to offset the remaining costs
and hard about leaving money
Neither item is in regular use. Both school for girls in 1799, initially Baltimore on Easter 1876 according to the items’ inscriptions. for the student.
have been stored in a safe for the past serving orphans. In 1849, a
The church expects its first
or very special items to any
decade, the Rev. Mark Stanley told Epis- second school opened for boys. The African Americans, who otherwise might scholarship recipient to be entering the
copal News Service. “you’d almost need schools, which merged in 2018, have not have the opportunity to attend the ninth grade, and the annual scholarship
church, as there is always, or
an armed guard to bring them out and roots in the church’s historic mission pre-K through 12th grade day school. will allow that student to complete high
it seems to be, that even when
use them. They’re too valuable,” he said. of service to financially disadvantaged The congregation had researched some school at the private school. After that
Too valuable to use on Sunday — but children, Stanley said.
of the church’s historic complicity in student graduates, another student will
left in designated funds that
This year, he and other clergy and white supremacy and racist institutions, be chosen for the next scholarship.
possibly just valuable enough to help
the congregation endow an educational lay leaders, looking for a way to “stay particularly how it benefited in its early
St. Paul’s Episcopal Church has an avthere’s always someone or a
scholarship. Church leaders are working in touch with that mission,” developed years from the slave-dependent tobacco erage Sunday attendance of about 180.
with an auction house to sell 15 silver the scholarship plan. The congregation’s industry.
Some of its 500 members raised congroup that will find a way to
items at St. Paul’s, including commu- anti-racism council also supported the
“We have some rights to wrong here,” cerns about letting go of valuable items
nion sets and a baptismal font bowl. The effort to assist students, specifically Stanley said. “We want to make a differ- connected to the church’s history, but
take the intent of the generous person
to
to systemic
1799,
when inthe
church
general,
the church’s founded
goal of creating a
ence, to address
racism.”
scholarship
has generatedfor
support
In February,
Stanleyfor
proposed
to thegirls.
do other things with the gift. It stifles
us
school
orphan
A
school
“the
lebanon’s anglican archdeacon’s sons arrive in the St. Paul’s vestry that the church sell and excitement within the congregation,
Stanley
said. “To was
me, there’s
a time to doin
some of theeducation
historic items that had
been
to give these gifts anymore or even at all. Maine, thanks to diocese’s efforts
of
poor
boys”
started
locked away in the church’s safe. The bold action,” he said, and he emphasized
that theschools
church isn’t selling
to combineToday,
proceeds fromthree
Heidi Shott, communications director vestry agreed
Yours truly with blessing.”
1849.
on everything,
a 120By Egan Millard
of the American Friends of the Episco- that sale with money from the church’s only items that haven’t been used in
to raise campus
the initial $300,000
pal Diocese of Jerusalem, who initially endowmentacre
In an interview, Stanley notedEpiscopal
thatNews Service
serveyears.
children from infancy
he two teenage sons of an Angli- launched the effort.
after the church’s intention to auction
through grade 12.
can archdeacon in Lebanon arOn March 27, Ralph and Marc landrived safely in late March in the ed in Portland, Me., where they were
titles fromhas
Forward
Movement
the pieces was announced, he was
St. Paul’sNewchurch
been
reckoning
United States to study at a board- greeted by Shott, her husband Scott and
ing school, thanks to an effort by the Bishop Thomas Brown with whoopie
contacted by a woman who had donated
with
its
racial
history.
Although
it had
Diocese of Maine.
pies — a Maine delicacy of two chocoThe Way of Love: A Practical Guide to Following Jesus
late cake-like cookies separated by
This practical
guide explores
our lifewas
of faithan
and abolione of them.
a
rector
in
the
1790s
who
creamy white filling.
offers encouragement to begin or deepen spiritual
“To see Marc and Ralph walk
practices
to strengthen
journey with Jesus.
“I told her, ‘If you are upset, we won’t
tionist, the
church
inourcolonial
times was
down the escalator at Portland’s
Includes reflection questions, journal prompts, and
Jetport was a little bit like seeing a
a guide
for developing
aon
personal
rule of life.
auction that off, but let me make my
supported
by
a
tax
tobacco,
which
dream come true,” Brown told Episcopal News Service. “Of course,
pitch. This money we are going to use is
was
planted
and
harvested
by
enslaved
$15 each | $10
for 5+ copies
| #2586
they were exhausted — it had been
a 23-hour trip — but they were also
going to go to an African American stu— The
Rev.
Mark
Stanley people. “We have an uncomfortable
excited.
And so are
we!”
With Gladness:
Answering God’sStanley
Call in Our Everyday
Lives
The Zoorobs, who were in postdent who is financially disadvantaged, to
connection
to slavery,”
said.
Christopher H. Martin helps us embrace a new and
travel COVID-19 quarantine until
ancient wayis
of being
in theonline
world, body in the
help them find a path to an education.
The church
alsoChristian
listed
April 6, virtually attended Easter
and soul, with his gentle practices—slight shifts in
Sunday service at St. Andrew’s EpisHeidi Shott and Maine Bishop Thomas Brown
It will help send them to an Episcopal
tion, but “they caught
thein vision
ofAn-why.” Diocese perspective
of Maryland’s
“Trail
and action that help
us to liveof
moreSouls,”
copal Church
Newcastle. St.
greet Marc and Ralph Zoorob at the airport in
fully into God’s call for our everyday lives.
drew’s — the Shotts’ home parish
Portland, Me.
school that values their spirit as well as Mostly, he said, “they
were
concerned
we
an
online
pilgrimage
of
26
churches
and
— is close to the boarding school,
$12 each | $11 for 5-9 copies | $9 for 10+ copies | #2612
Ralph and Marc Zoorob, ages 15 and and parishioners have been participating
their body and we think that’s what16,Jesus
were
selling
off
the
past,
but
almost
to
a
diocesan
sites
with
ties
to
slavery
and
the
are the sons of the Ven. Imad Zoorob, in fundraising and anticipating their ararchdeacon of Lebanon and Syria in the rival for months.
would want us to do.’”
person,
they
said,
‘I
understand.’”
Episcopal
Church.
Episcopal Church in Jerusalem and The
“Lincoln Academy is their primary
Growing Christians: Celebrating Saints & Holy Days at Home
East. The Diocese
Maine andhas
community
in Maine,
that’s true, but
perfect family
to celebrate
all of the graduThe woman asked Stanley if St. Middle
Paul’s
St. ofPaul’s
plenty
of historic
items
For itsThe
part,
St. guide
Paul’s
Schools
a group of determined Episcopalians or- it’s totally inspiring to hear them speak
important holy days in the Episcopal Church.
ganized aIcampaign
last year
to bring the about
their faith, their
desiredate
to remainfrom
Includes
the
psalms and lessons for the day, a student
would return the item to her. “’No,’
left,
including
chalices
that
ated
its
first
African-American
boys to Lincoln Academy in Newcastle connected to God, and to be part of St.
reflection from a diverse group of authors, and a
after hearing
from thetimes,
arch- Andrew’s,”
Brown told
ENS. “We only
to do with children
of all church
ages.
said, ‘You gave it to the church, but
it’s firsthand
colonial
Stanley
said.
in 1971.response
The activity
scholarship
the
is
deacon about the deterioration of living
Having met members of St. Andrew’s
conditions
to the Aug.
4, by Zoom
the past
months, the
been in a safe for 17 years and selling
it in Beirut
solddue the
things
we over
had
tofewkeep
in the funding $15iseachintended
to address “some
| $12 for 5+ copies | #2611
2020, explosion and the country’s eco- Zoorobs have a built-in community to
could make a difference in a youngnomic
pertoo them
valuable
take
injustice that needs to be straightened
crisis. safe that were support
as they settle to
into their
new out.
After months of fundraising and life. In an email to the diocese, Ralph
son’s life.’ She said, ’Go ahead and sell
it.’”
We
celebrate
our
history,
but
we
know
Stanley
said.
Today, the student
wrangling with immigration logistics, Zoorob wrote, “I want to stay close with
Readout,”
samples and
purchase at
FORWARDMOVEMENT.ORG
the final step in the process — obtain- God, so I want to go to church whenever
Stanley said that other people
he
we
have
a
mission
of
Jesus
Christ
and
we
body
is
26%
students
of color, and the
ing visas — happened on March 5, said I can.”
phoned, mostly older members, were not have to be doing that,” he noted.
school has agreed to split the tuition for
necessarily “thrilled” at the idea of the aucSt. Paul’s Schools’ history dates back the student with the church. n
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We celebrate
our history,
but we know
we have a mission of
Jesus Christ.

’

Photo/courtesy of Heidi Shott
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From The editor’s desk
The Rev. Richard “Dick”
Snyder, whose obituary appears
on page 4, was a remarkable man
of many parts. He was ordained
to the Episcopal priesthood in
his mid-fifties and those who
knew him at various times in his
life were acquainted with different facets of Dick.
I encountered him in his priest-journalist-photographer persona. Many people read his work in
Episcopal Life and Episcopal Journal and saw his
zeal for telling the stories of those in areas of the
country considered “remote” by those who live in
the populated power centers.
In preparing his obituary, I spoke with his
widow, Debbie, who recalled that he worked in
politics, held a real estate license and generally
moved around several professions before earning
an MDiv and entering the ordination process.
Dick had a restless mind and a questing spirit.
Once he threw his lot in with the church, he was
determined to be on the side of those who had
been subject to injustice, such as the country’s native people that now live on reservations.

n

He was passionate about the people of the
Episcopal Church in Navajoland, the area mission
that in 1978 was carved out of parts of New Mexico, Arizona and Utah — but coterminous with
the reservation called the Navajo Nation.
Resources have always been thin in Navajoland, and Dick was a priest there for more than
a decade. His story about Navajoland’s 2019 convocation noted that “the unemployment rate is
around 50 percent, and more than a third of the
population live in poverty.”
Dick would usually call or email out of the
blue, tersely asking, “Want a story and photos on
---?” In 2017, it was coverage of a ceremony at
Manzanar, the California site of a World War II
Japanese-American internment camp.
In his story, Dick quoted civil rights activist
Alan Nishio, who noted the parallels between the
internments and the anti-immigrant sentiment of
the Trump presidency, and how important it is for
the church to speak out against injustice.
Dick wrote: “His words sounded similar to a
teaching by the late Presiding Bishop Edmond
Browning: ‘The church’s greatest sin is complacency.’” Dick Snyder never committed that sin. n
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News

After a Brooklyn Episcopalian died of COVID-19 in prison,
his priest’s call for reform got personal
Right now, people’s lives for New York politicians in your essay,
are being destroyed, and it and criminal justice reform is ultimately
happens disproportionately to a political issue. How would you rehe Rev. Steven Paupeople who do not have eco- spond to Episcopalians who think the
likas, rector of All
nomic resources and also to church shouldn’t get involved in politics?
Saints’
Episcopal
people of color.
PAULIKAS: Episcopalians are elected
Church in the New
I learned that he died in officials on both sides of the aisle. They
York borough of Brooklyn,
May of 2020. I officiated his serve in Congress, they serve in state legwas already involved with
funeral over Zoom. And I islatures, they serve in governors’ officcriminal justice reform efforts
watched as the governor was es. We’ve had many presidents who are
before one of his parishioners
on television every day talking Episcopalians.
was sent to prison.
about what a great job the state
Episcopalians are having to make
Maintaining his pastoral
was doing in fighting COVID. moral decisions all the time. And many of
Photo/New York Senate
relationship with the man,
And there was this surreal us are leaders in society. When we make
The
Rev.
Steven
Paulikas
gives
the
invocation
at
the
opening
of the
Paulikas saw firsthand the
moment that I mentioned in decisions, we’re guided by Scripture and
harsh realities of New York New York Senate session in February 2020, reading the Collect for
the piece, where the governor our faith and our baptismal covenant. So
Prisons and Correctional Institutions in the Book of Common Prayer.
state’s prison system. But
in a press conference talked it’s impossible to separate our faith from
COVID-19 — and the state’s failure to an activist or an organizer. I got involved about [state-issued] hand sanitizer. The our action in the public square. And, esprevent its spread in prisons — turned in criminal justice reform in New York labor was done by incarcerated people, pecially when we see something as conthe man’s 2-year sentence into a death state because of an extremely talented and at the same time, hand sanitizer was crete as unnecessary human suffering, we
sentence. He died of the virus at age 68, and influential rabbi in our community, not available in New York state prisons. are called to use all of the organs of power,
about a month and a half into the pan- Rabbi Rachel Timoner, who’s the head
So this sat with me like a lump in my all the points of leverage that we have, to
demic, after telling Paulikas he was scared rabbi at Congregation Beth Elohim here stomach for months and months, and in alleviate that suffering.
that prison staff were bringing the virus in Park Slope.
February of this year, I felt called to tell this
Now, in my story that I told, it just so
into the facility.
At the time, we were working on story. I just started contacting state offi- happened that the antagonists — if you
Disturbed by the state’s apparent dis- overturning cash bail in New York state, cials. I wanted to find out what happened. want to put it that way — are Democratic
regard for the lives of his parishioner and which is a horrible justice issue, and
I hoped that it would put a human elected officials. So it’s not a partisan thing.
other inmates, Paulikas sought answers eventually legislation passed the New face on suffering that’s happening in As long as the Episcopal Church doesn’t
from government officials — and a sense York Legislature in 2020 to eliminate prison. As Christians, we’re not called become attached to a partisan agenda, and
of accountability for their failure. Get- cash bail. Gov. [Andrew] Cuomo used to solve all problems, but we are called as long as we’re attached to moral issues,
ting none, he wrote an opinion essay his executive powers later that year to to witness suffering and to confront the then we maintain our integrity. But we acpublished by the New York Times on overturn it. So that sort of activated me, powers and principalities when we see tually lose our integrity if we decide not to
May 31, which criticized the state’s treat- and then learning more and more about people who are suffering.
speak out or act about a given issue just bement of prisoners. The essay has been the injustices in the criminal justice sysENS: You had some strong criticism cause we’re afraid of “seeming political.” n
praised by many advocates of prison re- tem made it very clear to me that the
form, such as Piper Kerman, author of Gospel is clearly calling us to advocate
“Orange Is the New Black.”
for criminal justice reform.
“When the state deprives people of
ENS: Why is it important for Episcotheir freedom, it also assumes respon- palians to be involved in this work?
sibility for their safety,” Paulikas wrote.
PAULIKAS: Sometimes Episcopa“I don’t want to live in a society that is lians can have a self-concept of being
comfortable locking away so many of its advocates from the side or the outside,
members, yet treats their lives with in- but this actually happened to an Episcodifference. I can no longer stand a status palian. An Episcopalian died of COVID
quo in which someone like my parishio- in prison. It’s our community, and it
ner loses his life for no good reason.”
touches so many people’s lives – not just
Paulikas talked with ENS about his pa- incarcerated Episcopalians but Episcorishioner’s life and death and why prison palians who work as correctional officers
reform is a moral imperative for Chris- and law enforcement officers and public
tians. This interview has been condensed defenders and prosecutors.
and edited for clarity and brevity. The paWe all have our own ministries, many
rishioner was convicted of a sex crime in- of which touch on the criminal justice
volving a minor, so his name is not being system, and pretty much anyone who is
used to protect the victim’s privacy.
thinking about it or looking at it underENS: How long had you known him? stands that it’s a broken system, and that
PAULIKAS: Since I came to the people are suffering.
church; I’ve been here 10 years.
There are so many issues that the GosENS: How did it impact the parish pel calls us to act on, but this one, criminal
when he was convicted?
justice reform and reform of the prison
PAULIKAS: For reasons of pastoral system, is just so clearly something that
sensitivity, and also because this person God is calling us to work on. So many
never wanted the parish to know where Episcopalians are working on it already.
he was, I and the other people who knew
ENS: What prompted you to speak out
what had happened did not share what so publicly about your parishioner’s death?
happened to him. So he just kind of was
PAULIKAS: I wanted to tell the story
no longer around. Most of all, I wanted of my parishioner because he couldn’t,
to protect the privacy both of my parish- and to show that this is something that
GFS provides an environment for girls
ioner and of the victim of his crime. Peo- is active and moving in our church. I
ple knew he had died because we made will guarantee you that if Episcopalians
to build healthy, supportive relationships.
that announcement and we had a liturgy led the way among all Christians in the
An Episcopal fellowship for girls age 5 and up
over Zoom shortly after he died.
United States, from mainline Protestants
ENS: What was your experience with to evangelicals to Roman Catholics, and
Visit www.gfsus.org today!
criminal justice reform before this?
we all united on this issue, the system
PAULIKAS: I don’t consider myself would change overnight.
By Egan Millard
Episcopal News Service

T

Transformed
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The Rev. Canon Ginny Doctor
“If you look at all the
documents that have been
produced over the years
he Rev. Canon
… Ginny Doctor’s mind
Virginia “Ginny”
and her heart and her
Doctor, coordinahand is just writ large in
tor of Indigenous
all those documents, beMinistries in the Anglicause I think she was, in
can Church of Canada
many respects, the priand a major architect of
mary author of them all,”
the self-determining inHiltz said.
digenous church, died on
A member of the MoMay 26. She was 71.
hawk Nation Turtle Clan
Archbishop
Linda
Photo/Anglican Video and dual citizen of CanaNicholls, primate of the Then-Indigenous Ministries Coordinator Ginny Doctor is
da and the United States,
Canadian church, an- seen at Canada’s Sacred Circle conference in 2018.
Doctor spent her early
nounced Doctor’s death.
career as executive direc“Ginny has served in indigenous ministries with dedi- tor of the North American Indian Club of Syracuse,
cation and passion, committed to the work of recon- N.Y. There, she helped provide services for indigenous
ciliation and the emerging self-determining indigenous residents experiencing poverty.
church,” Nicholls said.
After many years in that position, Doctor turned
“Her deep faith, sense of humor and steadfast sup- to ministry. In 1993 she became the first appointed
port for Indigenous rights is remembered with thanks- Mohawk missionary in the Episcopal Church. Doctor
giving. Her death is a deep loss for the Anglican Coun- lived in Alaska for 20 years and in 2001 was ordained
cil of Indigenous Peoples and indigenous communities as an Episcopal priest. In 2011, she accepted the posiacross Canada and in the United States.”
tion of indigenous ministries coordinator for the AnNational Indigenous Archbishop Mark MacDonald glican Church of Canada, taking over the role from
praised Doctor’s leadership of Indigenous Ministries Donna Bomberry.
and her role as a mentor.
Bomberry, currently a volunteer for the national
She “was always very effective at taking the dynam- church and member of ACIP, continued to collaborate
ics and limitations of what the church system gave to with Doctor on projects.
indigenous people, particularly women … and putting
“Ginny was Mohawk Turtle Clan and I am Cayuga
it together in such a way as to provide a way forward Turtle Clan, so I called her ‘Cuz,’” Bomberry said. “I,
for people,” he said.
along with many, will greatly miss Ginny and her tal“There is a large group of young indigenous—and a ents and contributions to the Anglican Church and esnumber of non-indigenous people as well—who have pecially Indigenous Ministries.”
been mentored by her,” he added.
Anglican Video senior producer Lisa Barry first
Former primate Fred Hiltz, who worked closely met Doctor when she was representing the Episcopal
with Doctor during much of her time as indigenous Church at the 1993 Sacred Circle conference in northministries coordinator, described her as a “very spiritu- western Ontario.
ally strong woman” who took pride in her Mohawk
“It was a very tough Sacred Circle,” Barry rememheritage and ancestry.
bered. “Many residential school survivors shared their
By Matt Gardner
Anglican Journal

T
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Bishop Robert Witcher

ishop Robert Campbell Witcher, former diocesan bishop of Long Island, died on June
14 at age 94. Witcher became the bishop diocesan of Long Island in 1977 after serving
as bishop coadjutor from the time of his consecration
and ordination in 1975. He was bishop for 14 years,
retiring in 1991.
His family held a private funeral on June 18 in
Baton Rouge, La.
“Bishop Witcher was a kind, gentle, holy man of
God,” said Bishop Lawrence Provenzano, the current diocesan bishop. “He provided a steadfast form
of pastoral leadership and shepherded the diocese
through some of the most difficult times in its history.”
Witcher was especially concerned with the need
to minister to retired clergy. He expanded social outreach through health care and affordable housing and
created an office of ministry for the aging.
Although personally opposed to the ordination of
women, Witcher strategically handed over the ordination process to Bishop Orris Walker, who had been
elected coadjutor in 1987.
The Rev. Noreen Mooney, one of the first three
women ordained a priest in Long Island said she
hoped Witcher is remembered “for the very statesman-like and gracious way in which he moved the
diocese forward without reneging on his own vision
of things.”

Witcher
was
a member of the
Episcopal Church
Council for the Development of Ministry and chaired
its committee on
canonical revisions
in 1987 that emphasized the ministry of all baptized
persons.
In 1989, Witcher convened a diocesan conference on
justice
Photo/Diocese of Long Island “economic
Witcher
through
investments” and spoke about the theology behind a call
for an economic justice program.
He grew up in New Orleans and was a U.S. Navy
World War II veteran. He graduated from Tulane
University, then spent three years at Seabury-Western
Seminary. He was ordained a deacon in 1952 and ordained priest in 1953. He earned a master’s degree at
Louisiana State University in 1960 and a doctorate in
history in 1968.
Witcher is survived by his wife, Alice; children
Elisabeth and Robert; and several grandchildren.
— Diocese of Long Island

childhood memories of pain and trauma. Ginny spoke
at that meeting. She was clear and strong and smart
and serious and she had a vision for healing for indigenous people.”
The pair’s collaborations included “passion projects”
of Doctor’s — resources on suicide prevention, antiracism training, filming of Sacred Circles, and historical projects to help shape the emerging self-determining indigenous church.
Their “ultimate passion project”, Barry said, was the
2019 feature-length documentary Doctrine of Discovery: Stolen Lands, Strong Hearts. n
This article was excerpted from an article published in
Canada’s Anglican Journal.

The Rev. Dick Snyder
By Episcopal Journal

T

he Rev. Richard “Dick” Snyder, a writer and
journalist whose priestly ministries often focused on society’s marginalized individuals,
died in Carson City, Nev. on June 20 at the age
of 74. He had been receiving chemotherapy for multiple myeloma.
Beginning in 2006, he served as
a priest in Navajoland, an Episcopal Church Area Mission that covers 27,000 square miles in Arizona,
New Mexico, and Utah, contiguous with the Navajo Nation.
“Rest in glory, Rev. Dick Snyder. You had the biggest heart I
Snyder
have ever known,” wrote the Rev.
Cathlena Plummer, a priest in Navajoland and daughter of the Rev. Catherine Plummer and the late Bishop
Steven Plummer, the first Navajo bishop of the area
mission.
Since 2012, he also served as chaplain at Warm
Springs Correctional Center in Carson City. In February 2021, Snyder told The Living Church magazine
he was thinking of how prison ministry could change
during the COVID-19 pandemic. “Is working with
volunteers on providing DVDs of services a possibility?
Is arranging for a live feed from local area churches a
possibility?” he said.
Snyder served as a board member of Episcopal Life,
the church’s former churchwide newspaper, and contributed articles and photographs to that publication
and to the current Episcopal Journal, an independent
publication that covers the church.
“Dick was ever-present at General Conventions and
major ecumenical events during the 40-some years that
I knew him and was a major contributor of articles to
Episcopal Life beginning with its first issue [in 1990],
wrote former Episcopal Life editor Jerry Hames.
As senior correspondent for Episcopal Journal, he
wrote about the challenges faced by the native communities in Navajoland and in 2019 covered a ceremony
at Manzanar, the California site and memorial to a
World War II Japanese-American internment camp.
Snyder was born in Bakersfield, Calif. and raised in
Delano, Calif. He earned a bachelor’s degree from California State University at San Jose. Before ordination,
he was active in Nevada churches and journalism. His
jobs also included work for a California assemblyman
and he held a real estate license.
He earned an MDiv degree from Church Divinity
School of the Pacific in 2004 and was ordained a priest
in 2005. He is survived by his wife, Debbie, and sister
Mary Bufton Snyder. n
Please see related editorial on page 2.
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Washington bishop joins calls to uphold lawsuits against Trump
for June 2020 melee outside St. John’s
By David Paulsen
Episcopal News Service

L

ast year, when then-President
Donald Trump strolled from the
White House to St. John’s Episcopal Church to pose for photos
holding a Bible, the June 1 photo-op
drew intense condemnation, not just for
its use of Scripture as a prop — as Episcopal leaders emphasized — but also
because protesters were forcibly removed
from Lafayette Square to clear a path for
the president.
A year later, Episcopal leaders again
are speaking out about the incident,
joining a groundswell of Christians objecting to a motion by the Biden administration’s Justice Department to drop
protesters’ civil lawsuits against Trump
and William Barr, his attorney general at
the time of the melee. The lawyers for
the Justice Department argued on June
4 that Trump and other officials are immune from lawsuits over law enforcement actions intended to protect him.
“I am deeply disappointed that the
United States Department of Justice has
asked a federal court to dismiss the actions brought against the government by
protesters who suffered physical injuries
and violations of their First Amendment
rights,” Washington Bishop Mariann
Budde said in a written statement issued
June 7.
Budde responded a year ago when
clergy and protesters were teargassed
outside St. John’s, one of her diocese’s

churches, and she has
Presiding
Bishop
joined the grassroots
Michael Curry was
Christian organization
among the religious
Faithful America in
leaders who spoke out
supporting protesters’
against the federal acright to sue. More than
tions. Trump “used a
12,000 people have
church building and
signed onto Faithful
the Holy Bible for parAmerica’s online petitisan political purposes.
tion drive.
This was done in a time
“Donald Trump and
of deep hurt and pain
Photo/Shealah Craighead/Wikimedia
William Barr are out
in our country, and his
of office, but the evil President Trump crosses Pennsylvania Ave. through a cordon of riot police after
action did nothing to
departing St. John’s Episcopal Church in Washington, D.C., on June 1, 2020.
white supremacy and
help us or to heal us,”
violent Christian nationalism on display U.S. Park Police and other assisting law Curry said at the time.
when they teargassed peaceful racial- enforcement agencies, who were outfitThis week, Budde repeated her critijustice protesters for a blasphemous Bi- ted in riot gear, began pushing back the cism of the incident in her statement
ble photo-op remain deep-seated forces protesters. At least one Episcopal priest about the lawsuits.
in U.S. politics,” said the Rev. Nathan was among those who fled the scene
“The tear gas, flash grenades and
Empsall, an Episcopal priest who serves when police began using smoke and other tactics employed that day injured
as executive director of Faithful America. what eyewitnesses said was some sort of innocent people and led to the forcible
Last June 1, about 1,000 protesters tear gas on the crowd, as well as flash- eviction of clergy and others gathered
had assembled outside the White House bang grenades. At least 20 priests and a on the grounds of one of the churches
and in Lafayette Square across from St. group of laypeople had been minister- of my diocese solely to allow the former
John’s as part of the widespread demon- ing to protesters throughout the day as President to use images of our church
strations across the country against racial “a peaceful presence” in support of the and its Holy Scriptures to convey a mesinjustice in the days after the killing of demonstrations.
sage antithetical to the church’s teachGeorge Floyd by police in Minneapolis,
With the square cleared, Secret Ser- ing,” Budde said. “The rule of law means
Minnesota.
vice agents and White House officials little if those injured by these egregious
That evening, Trump addressed re- then escorted Trump to St. John’s, where actions are denied the opportunity to
porters in the White House’s Rose Gar- he was handed a Bible and posed brief- challenge their constitutionality fully
den, declaring himself both “your presi- ly for journalists while video footage and fairly. Even a president is not above
dent of law and order” and “an ally of showed him giving only a cursory glance the Constitution.”
all peaceful protesters.” Reports indicate at the boarded-up church. The visit lastBlocking the lawsuits would “authothe protest in Lafayette Square had been ed about 3 minutes. Trump called some rize brutality with impunity,” lawyers for
peaceful, and protesters were not yet in of his aides, including Barr, to pose by the American Civil Liberties Union, or
violation of the city’s 7 p.m. curfew.
his side before he left to return to the ACLU, said in arguing against the JusUnder Barr’s order, officers from the White House.
tice Department’s motion. n

EMM, resettlement partners express renewed hope for U.S. program
parishioners’ sense of humanity
and their personal engagement
with his family that he rememresiding Bishop Michael
bers most.
Curry joined a June 10 panA few months after his family
el discussion organized by
settled in Atlanta, some of their
Episcopal Migration Minissponsors invited the family to
tries, or EMM, to highlight this seajoin them in seeing the movie
son of renewed hope for restoration
“Lord of the Rings” – as many
of the United States’ refugee resettleAmericans were doing at the
ment program.
time.
Refugee resettlement was re“For three hours watching the
Photo/ENS movie, I really felt like a person
duced to the lowest level in the federal program’s 40-year history under Presiding Bishop Michael Curry, bottom left, is joined on again,” he said.
President Donald Trump. When an Episcopal Migration Ministries webinar by, clockwise
Global resettlement needs
President Joe Biden took office in from upper left, EMM Director of Operations Demetrio
have increased in recent years.
January, his administration pledged Alvero, Larry Bartlett with the State Department’s Office The United Nations High Comto work with EMM and other reset- of Refugee Admissions and Dr. Heval Kelli, a Syria-born missioner for Refugees estimates
cardiologist and former refugee.
tlement agencies to restore a spirit of
there are nearly 26 million such
welcome to refugees fleeing war and per- ourselves, and we shouldn’t forget that.” refugees worldwide, and tens of millions
Bartlett and Curry were joined on more have been displaced within their
secution in their home countries.
“Refugees have made positive politi- the webinar by EMM Director of Op- home countries.
cal, social and economic contributions erations Demetrio Alvero and Dr. Heval
The president sets the ceiling, or
to the United States throughout our Kelli, a Syria-born cardiologist who im- maximum number, for refugees to be
history,” said Larry Bartlett, director of migrated to the United States in 2001 resettled in the United States each year.
the Office of Refugee Admissions in the with his family through the U.S. refugee Trump slashed that number in his term
State Department’s Bureau of Popula- resettlement program.
to a historic low of 15,000 this fiscal year.
Kelli described how his family estabtion, Refugees, and Migration. WelcomBiden has said he will increase it to
ing refugees “is who we are as a country. lished their new home in Atlanta, with 125,000 — which would be one of the
This is frankly how we came about. We’re support from sponsoring members of highest annual limits since the program
a country of immigrants and refugees All Saints’ Episcopal Church. It was the was created in 1980 under President

By David Paulsen
Episcopal News Service

P

Jimmy Carter. On May 3, his administration raised the cap for the rest of this
fiscal year to 62,500 and plans to increase it further in the next fiscal year,
which starts Oct. 1.
“The United States is rebuilding its
refugee resettlement program, to restore
this beacon of hope for those fleeing persecution,” Bartlett said during the EMM
webinar. “We recognize that the last four
years presented great challenges, and I
can assure you that we are committed to
working with our resettlement partners
to address their needs as we rebuild our
refugee admissions program.”
EMM is one of nine agencies with
contracts to facilitate resettlement on behalf of the State Department.
The number of local affiliates that
EMM works with dwindled from 31 to
12 under Trump. Refugee resettlement
operations in the U.S. aren’t expected
to return quickly to previous levels, but
Alvero said EMM is working with affiliates, congregations and interfaith partners to begin accommodating more of
the refugees awaiting resettlement.
“We’re now in the process of building
back the program, and we hope to build
it back stronger and better,” Alvero said.
continued on page 16
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Diocese of California creates Juneteenth feast day,
seeks to add holiday to churchwide calendar
killing by police of George
Floyd in Minneapolis. Cellphone video of the muruneteenth is recognized
der of a Black man by a
by most states as a secuwhite officer inspired prolar holiday and celebrattests against racial injustice
ed in many American
across the country and drew
communities on June 19. This
attention to the historical
year, the Diocese of California
roots of racial oppression in
took its Juneteenth commemothe United States.
rations a step further with an
Episcopalians joined in
inaugural feast day worship
celebrating the holiday last
service for the holiday, which
year while highlighting the
celebrates the emancipation of
church’s continuing efforts
American slaves.
at racial reconciliation.
The diocese added JuneMore events are planned
Photo/Demetrius Keeler/unsplash.com for this year:
teenth to its calendar of feasts by
a vote of its convention in Octo- Bronze figures look out from the Texas African American History
Episcopalians in Galvesber 2020. Since then, members Memorial on the grounds of the Texas Capitol in Austin. The central
ton participated in local celof the regional chapter of the portion of the memorial, by sculptor Ed Dwight, depicts the original
ebrations on June 19, markJuneteenth in Texas in 1865.
Union of Black Episcopalians,
ing the holiday’s origins in
or UBE, have worked with the diocese’s the 21st century.
the city, and Grace Episcopal Church of“It’s also a fact that oppression and fered a choral Evensong, emphasizing the
Afro-Anglican Commission to develop a
slavery in different forms still exist in importance of expanding historical narraJuneteenth liturgy.
It was celebrated for the first time the world today, and even in the United tives to include marginalized groups.
June 19 at Grace Cathedral in San Fran- States,” she told ENS.
Presiding Bishop Michael Curry
June 19 marks the anniversary of the spoke by prerecorded video on behalf of
cisco and livestreamed on Facebook. The
diocese is also proposing that the feast day in 1865 when Union Maj. Gen. the dioceses of Western New York and
day be added to the churchwide calen- Gordon Granger and his troops arrived Northwestern Pennsylvania at an online
dar when the 80th General Convention in Galveston, Texas, and announced to Juneteenth celebration.
slaves there that they had been freed.
meets next year.
Washington National Cathedral honThe Emancipation Proclamation is- ored Juneteenth in the lighting of its
Jeanette Dinwiddie-Moore, co-chair
of the UBE chapter and a member of St. sued by President Abraham Lincoln had west front.
Paul’s Episcopal Church in Oakland, was taken effect on Jan. 1, 1863, but the orBishop Suffragan Gayle Harris, of the
a leading proponent of the resolution that der had little effect in the parts of the Diocese of Massachusetts, led an online
created the diocesan feast day because she South still controlled by the Confeder- celebration.
thinks it is important to deepen aware- acy during the Civil War. Even though
In Richmond, Va. a daylong series of
the war ended in April 1865, former activities was planned at St. Peter’s Episness of the history of slavery.
Juneteenth is sometimes called the slaves in Texas didn’t receive news that copal Church and St. John’s Episcopal
country’s second Independence Day, they were free until two months later.
Church, including a worship service and
Celebrations of Juneteenth took on participation in a March for Unity.
Dinwiddie-Moore noted, and stories
of emancipation are still relevant to the greater resonance last year, when the holi“It’s an important holiday,” the Rev.
challenges that people of color face in day occurred less than a month after the Mauricio Wilson told ENS. He is rector

of St. Paul’s in Oakland and chair of the
Diocese of California’s Afro-Anglican
Commission. “Things didn’t just magically
change on June 19 of that year when the
news got to the then-enslaved people in
Texas, but when you look back in history,
it marks an important date for all of us.”
Wilson was part of the group that
developed the diocese’s Juneteenth
liturgy, which includes prayers, hymns
and suggested readings from Scripture
for the day. The group chose Amos 5:1824, Galatians 3:23-29 and Luke 4:1421, along with Psalm 137.
Nearly every state has proclaimed
Juneteenth as a holiday or observance.
In the past year, some also have made
it a paid holiday for state employees,
from New York to Washington. Martin
Luther King Jr. Day was the last holiday

“This working group will have the
opportunity to propose the creation of
truth and reconciliation opportunities
that can inspire the energy, prayers and
initiatives of deputies and bishops from
across the church while we are in Baltimore,” Jennings added. “I pray that the
Holy Spirit will move among us and
bring us closer to telling the painful
truths with which we must reckon before we can become fully the church.”
Jennings referenced the Racial Justice Audit of Episcopal Leadership, saying that progress is being made toward
including more people of color in the
church’s governing bodies.
“We’ve made significant efforts to ensure that people of color are leaders on
committees addressing all areas of the
church’s mission,” Jennings said. “For
example, at [the 2022] convention, half
of the deputies on the Joint Standing
Committee on Program, Budget and
Finance — the powerful committee that
builds on the work of Executive Council
and prepares the final General Convention budget, are people of color.
“Ensuring that House of Deputies
legislative committees represent a full

sented their conclusions to Executive
Council. Members were given the opportunity for questions and comments
on the audit’s findings. Among them
were the lack of access to power that
people of color experience in the church
and the stress they experience from being held to unreasonable expectations,
feeling invisible or hyper-visible.
Jennings also asked the Joint Standing Committee for Mission Within the
Episcopal Church to review the work
that the church has done on reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and draft a resolution for Executive Council to refer to
General Convention for further action.
“Just as the truth and reconciliation
initiative must enlist the church at all
levels, working toward eliminating our
carbon footprint will require a broad
grassroots initiative,” she said.
Council also received a budget report
from Kurt Barnes, the church’s treasurer
and chief financial officer, who said that
both income and spending are on track
with the budget, though that does not yet
include the distribution of diocesan relief
grants. The church’s reserves and investment portfolio remain strong, he said. n

By David Paulsen
Episcopal News Service
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Exec Council continued from page 1

The group will be asked to develop proposals for the 80th General Convention,
scheduled for July 2022 in Baltimore,
“that will foster and facilitate the convention’s adoption of a plan and pathway for
a process of truth and reconciliation in
the Episcopal Church,” Curry said.
The proposal will include ways to
“tell the truth about our collective racial
and ethnic history and present realities,
to reckon with our church’s historic and
current complicity with racial injustice,
make commitments to right old wrongs
and repair breaches and discern a vision
for healing and reconciliation,” Curry
said. To do that, the group will conduct
a review of past and present truth and
reconciliation processes within the Episcopal Church, the Anglican Communion and in the countries where those
churches are present, such as South Africa, Rwanda and New Zealand.
The group will convene in September
2021 and be asked to submit proposed
General Convention resolutions by
March 2022, including proposed budgets for the actions it recommends.

diversity of the church will not automatically correct the manifestations of
structural racism that exists at General
Convention, but I hope that more diverse legislative committee leadership
and membership helps us make inroads
in eradicating some of the injustice identified by the audit.”

‘

This is an invitation,
and an opportunity to
do the hard and holy
work of love.

’

— Bishop Michael Curry
The audit’s 72-page report sheds light
on nine dominant patterns of racism that
were identified during interviews with
1,300 leaders, including bishops, deputies, council members, churchwide staff
members and diocesan leaders. The full
report was released to the church in April.
Facilitators from the Mission Institute, which conducted the audit, pre-

continued on page 7

Photo/Wikimedia Commons

An 1864 reproduction of the Emancipation
Proclamation is in the Library of Congress.
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Covid continued from page 1

his diocese in response to the CDC announcement. Los Angeles Bishop John
Harvey Taylor said it “made our hearts
leap for joy.”
But in California, public health precautions to slow the spread of COVID-19 remained in effect, including mask
wearing and social distancing. “State and
local officials will soon have more to say
about the local impact of the CDC statement,” Taylor said in an email newsletter.
“If we end up sounding cautious, remember that many of our folks are in high-risk
categories,” he said. “For now: Love your
neighbor. Wear your mask.”
North Carolina Gov. Roy Cooper responded to the CDC guidelines by lifting his order that had required people
to wear face coverings and maintain
safe distances in most indoor settings.
Skirving urged congregations to craft
reopening plans that respected all members and supported the health of their
communities.
“Not all of us are old enough to be
vaccinated, not all of us can be safely vaccinated, and not all of us have chosen to
be vaccinated,” Skirving said. “Will our
congregations be places that welcome all
people, or only some?”
And while pandemic conditions have
improved across the United States in recent months, dioceses continue to assess
the varying severity of local coronavirus
outbreaks in determining how congregations can safely gather in person.
Only 38% of Coloradans had been
fully vaccinated when Colorado Bishop
Kym Lucas sent a mid-May message to
the diocese about the CDC’s shifting
recommendations for masking. The state
also has one of the highest per capita
coronavirus case rates in the country,
though totals are declining. Lucas said
she was not yet prepared to update her
Juneteenth continued from page 6

added to the federal calendar, in 1983,
and some U.S. lawmakers are stepping
up their efforts to make Juneteenth a
federal holiday as well.
An increasing number of employers
are giving their workers the day off and,
for the first time, that includes the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society,
the church’s corporate entity. Because
June 19 fell on a Saturday, churchwide
employees received June 18 off.
“Juneteenth is fundamental to our
desire to be a Beloved Community,” the
Rev. Geoffrey Smith, the church’s chief
operations officer, said in a written statement for this story. “Proclaiming the
dream of emancipation may have happened in 1863, but for those still enslaved it was an interminable wait until
June 19, 1865, before it truly became reality. As we are learning the truth about
racial reconciliation, we go through a
process of practicing the way of love that
needs to involve change.”
The Diocese of California’s Juneteenth
liturgy could become a model for other
dioceses — and for a possible Episcopal
Church feast day.
“Over the years, I have heard many ex-

COVID-19 recommendations for the some form of in-person gathering, often attend services at St. Christopher’s, she
diocese’s parishes and missions.
limited to smaller groups than their pre- said, and singing is now allowed.
“I encourage you to start/continue pandemic attendance. Outdoor services
Masks will no longer be required for
the conversations about regathering, but have been a common alternative. Other vaccinated worshippers at the church’s
do not feel compelled to make quick pandemic precautions became widespread Saturday evening and early Sunday serchanges; I encourage you to continue indoors, including distancing in the pews, vices, though everyone still will be asked
wearing masks and maintain appropriate hand sanitizer on the altar and masks to wear masks at the more-crowded
physical distance indoors,” Lucas wrote. on worshippers’ faces. Congregational 10:30 a.m. Sunday service.
She promised to provide more detailed singing was curbed because it increased the
“From the beginning of this pandemdiocesan guidance soon.
ic, we have graciously acceptOn the other end of the
ed restrictions in our in-perscale, Oklahoma now has
son worshiping because we
one of the lowest per capita
share the same commitment
case rates and is averaging
of protecting the most vulfewer than 200 new cases a
nerable among us,” Sowers
day. Even before the CDC’s
said. “We have really hung in
update, Oklahoma Bishop
there these past 14 months,
Poulson Reed had been
and I want us to cross the
planning to ease restrictions
finish-line together!”
on in-person worship in his
Just east of Portland, Ore.,
diocese starting May 23. In
St. Luke the Physician Episa new message to the diocopal Church in Gresham is
cese, he advised that all panpreparing to return to indoor
Photo/St. Luke’s, via Facebook
demic precautions are now
worship on May 23 for the
St. Luke the Physician Episcopal Church in Gresham, Ore., holds an
voluntary for congregations. outdoor worship service in May.
first time in more than a year,
He also urged all eligible
and only those who have not
Oklahomans to get their COVID-19 risk of spreading the virus. Communion, been vaccinated will be asked to wear
shots. Only a third of the state is fully if distributed, generally was limited to the masks. A church Facebook post cited an
vaccinated.
bread, sometimes with walk-up or drive- internal survey of the congregation in
“This pandemic is not yet over, but it is up options.
which 95% of respondents said they had
much diminished,” Reed said in his May
Now, pandemic worship practices been fully vaccinated.
14 message. “It is time to rebuild our con- are changing again. Atlanta Bishop Rob
“We erred on the side of caution,” the
gregations in Oklahoma, by the power of Wright said May 14 he would allow Rev. Sara Cosca-Warfield told ENS, but
the Holy Spirit. Let’s get to work.”
vaccinated worshippers in his northern now the vaccination rates and CDC upThe coronavirus has upended Epis- Georgia diocese to attend indoor ser- date give the congregation confidence that
copal parish life since the pandemic was vices without wearing masks, and they it finally is safe to return to the church.
declared in March 2020. That month, can sing in indoor choirs. Unvaccinated
Churches in the Diocese of Pennsylvabishops abruptly suspended in-person worshippers should continue to follow nia can begin holding indoor services at
worship services, encouraging congrega- previous precautions.
full capacity on June 6, except in Philations to use technology to stay connected
“While the CDC’s new guidelines delphia, where the loosening of restricremotely, including through livestreamed are welcome news for us as individuals,” tions takes effect on June 13, according to
services. Presiding Bishop Michael Curry Wright said, “they represent continued a message from Bishop Daniel Gutiérrez.
issued a message to the church endorsing complications for us a community of
Gutiérrez also approved the resumpa temporary fast from in-person worship faith made up of vaccinated, partially tion of congregational singing while recand Communion as “an act of love for vaccinated, and unvaccinated persons, ommending that all choir members be
God and our neighbor.”
as well as overwhelmingly unvaccinated vaccinated. Coffee hour may resume, but
Most congregations have since resumed young people and those of all ages who congregations should still avoid comare immunocompromised.”
munal meals with shared dishes. Past
Some pre-pandemic practices may re- precautions for the Eucharist remain in
planations for why it took from January 1 sume in the diocese, such as distribution place, with only the bread offered. Youth
of 1863 to June 19 of 1865 for news of of Communion wafers at the altar rail, activities also remain under COVID-19
the Emancipation Proclamation to make it but he advised that masks should con- precautions.
to Texas. The more I thought about it, the tinue to be worn by everyone “in settings
“While there is great excitement in
more I realized that so many had a vested when vaccination status of participants the expansion of our options, it is vitally
interest in covering up that the news, es- is unknown.” Wright also asked vacci- important that each church proceed caupecially throughout the Confederacy. In nated Episcopalians not to shame those tiously as you discern when and how to
spite of that, the news got there anyway. who have not been vaccinated, and he lift restrictions,” Gutiérrez said, noting
Slaves heard the word ‘freedom’ applied to warned against developing “two tiers of that children younger than 12 still are
them with ‘All slaves in the rebellious states membership in Christ’s church.”
not eligible for vaccinations.
The Diocese of Milwaukee alluded
shall be henceforth, and forever, free.’ Even
The Diocese of West Texas is not yet celthough the Emancipation Proclamation to similar concerns in issuing advice to ebrating the “full return” to normal church
didn’t have the force of law, it was a sword its congregations. The CDC’s differing life, Bishop David Reed said in a May mesof the Spirit. Slaves through the Confeder- guidance for vaccinated and unvaccinat- sage to his diocese, but he welcomed the
acy escaped and joined the Union Army,” ed individuals “is problematic for a spiri- new CDC guidelines as a step closer.
tual community,” the diocese’s Standing
Curry told ENS in a statement.
The diocese will ease its mask require“And though it would be years in Committee said in a May 14 letter. Al- ments and allow resumption of wine discoming, that dawning realization that though it announced some revisions to tribution during Communion, by intincfreedom was for them was the beginning worship guidelines in the southern Wis- tion only. Coffee hours and other indoor
of the freedom movement from within consin diocese, the mask requirement fellowship activities also may resume.
that would eventually break the chains remains in place.
“After 15 months of limitations and
In other corners of the church, con- restrictions, we are likely to experience
without.
“Today, the observance of Juneteenth gregations are cheering the CDC’s shift some degree of discomfort, awkwardness,
might be a subtle awakening to the truth in guidance on mask wearing.
and anxiety as our guidelines are eased
“We have reached a moment we have further,” Reed said. “How we respond,
that even painful truths, once told, do
not further enslave us to the past; rather, long waited for,” the Rev. Susan Sow- how we choose to treat one another, durif we learn from them, they set us free to ers, rector of St. Christopher’s Episcopal ing this phase will have a lasting impact
live a new present and a new future. And Church in Pensacola, Fla., said in a May on the recovery and renewal of congregathat is true for the descendants of for- 19 newsletter to church members. With tional life. Local circumstances and the
mer slaves and the descendants of former pandemic conditions improving, wor- well-being of the whole parish or mission
shippers no longer will have to sign up to must be taken into consideration.” n
slave owners,” he said. n
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For many LGBTQ Episcopalians,
the struggle for full inclusion is not over – it’s expanded
agenda, but two areas of concern
have emerged from those who
have been vocal on the issue.
or years, the LGBTQ movement
In public discussions and interin the Episcopal Church had a
views with ENS, some LGBTQ
specific primary goal in mind:
Episcopalians have said the offull participation in the sacraficial stance of acceptance is not
ments, including matrimony and holy
practiced on the ground in some
orders. After decades of activism by adareas of the church, especially
vocates like Louie Crew Clay and groups
when it comes to transgender
like Integrity, those goals were achieved
and nonbinary people and LG— at least on paper — by 2018, when
BTQ people of color.
General Convention approved a resolu“People’s experiences are prettion granting full churchwide access to
ty uneven,” Partridge said. “Peosame-sex marriage rites.
ple across the church should feel
Photo/Courtesy of Diocese of California fully embraced and their leaderThree years later, the question of
whether the campaign for LGBTQ ac- Members and clergy from numerous Diocese of California congregations march with interfaith
ship honored, and I think that is
ceptance in the church is complete is a ministry under the banner “United in Spirit” in San Francisco’s 2019 Pride Parade.
happening in a variety of places,
topic of increasing discussion. For many anti-gay views, has revealed a rift in the color [in] this church, or member of so- but it’s not happening everywhere. And
LGBTQ Episcopalians, the answer is no, church, with some saying the move was ciety as an LGBTQ person.’”
there’s a need to really embrace the gains
but the path forward is less focused on a slap in the face to LGBTQ EpiscopaOthers on the panel agreed that the that we’ve made legislatively within the
one legislative outcome and more on lians. And when the Rt. Rev. Gene Rob- National Cathedral incident highlighted church and to really embody them more
cultural shifts.
inson, the first openly LGBTQ bishop a disconnect in the church but also pre- fully.”
The spectrum of gender and sexual- in the Anglican Communion, tried to sented a learning opportunity, including
Partridge and others say many parishity in America is increasingly diverse and assuage those concerns by saying “we’ve the Rev. Cameron Partridge, rector of St. es, even ones that profess to be LGBTQvisible, with more Americans than ever won” the battle for LGBTQ inclusion, Aidan’s Episcopal Church in San Fran- inclusive, don’t have the experience or
identifying as LGBT. However, Pride for some, it has never felt that way — cisco and a transgender man.
resources to fully welcome transgender
celebrations this month are coinciding especially those who are not white and
“I completely respect Bishop Gene and nonbinary people, let alone hire
with a record number of anti-transgen- cisgender.
and everything that he’s done,” Partridge them or include them in leadership posider bills in state legislatures, largely cen“That was a really striking moment to told ENS. “I think that the work is un- tions.
tered around young transgender athletes me as a Latino gay man,” said Miguel Es- finished. And I think my sense is that the
“Probably the biggest area for us to
and access to medical care.
grow
is … supporting trans and nonbicobar, executive director of the Episcopal cathedral has heard loud and clear that
While the Episcopal Church has been Divinity School at Union Theological there’s more work to be done.”
nary folk in the church,” said the Rev.
among the most progressive denomina- Seminary, during a House of Deputies
However, the goals now are more di- Charles Graves IV, the Diocese of Texas’
tions in regard to LGBTQ acceptance, discussion on May 18 titled “A Full and verse and less tangible than they were campus missioner in Houston. Graves
some say it hasn’t evolved enough. Equal Claim: LGBTQ+ Episcopalians in the 1990s and 2000s, when Integrity told ENS he doesn’t feel comfortable
Criticism of Washington National Ca- Discuss the Path Forward.”
advocated for procedural gains at Gen- referring LGBTQ students, especially
thedral’s decision to invite the Rev.
“I heard that and thought, ‘Wow, eral Convention. With Integrity now es- those who are transgender and nonMax Lucado, who previously expressed that’s not my experience as a person of sentially defunct, there is a less unified binary, to some parishes because they
might not have accepting and inclusive
environments. Some of that is cultural,
he said, but it also comes down to more
practical issues.
“Most churches don’t have a bathRiver Song, in the Ru Paws Drag Race
By Egan Millard
room
that a nonbinary person can go to
dog parade.
Episcopal News Service
and
not
feel weird about,” he said. “In a
“It felt nice to be among friendly,
lot
of
places
… if you’re somebody who
n the first weekend of
affirming people this morning,” Wooduses
they/them
pronouns, you’re going
LGBTQ Pride Month,
ward said. “We’re trying to have a conto
end
up
explaining
that to people 500
someone ripped down and
versation with each other in public
times.”
burned the rainbow Pride
around our lives as gay people and say,
Some LGBTQ Episcopalians of color
flag flown by Trinity Episcopal Ca‘God created everybody. God loves evhave
said that their experience added
thedral in Sacramento, Calif.
erybody. God created me. God loves
barriers
to acceptance. In a church that
The Very Rev. Matthew Woodme.’ There are people that find that difcontinues
to struggle with racism within
ward, dean of the cathedral, told the
ficult to hear.”
its
structures
and membership, their race
Sacramento Bee that he discovered
According to the most recent statismagnifies
the
exclusion they already feel
the vandalism on the morning of
Photo/Matthew Woodward tics compiled by the FBI, anti-LGBTQ
as
LGBTQ
people.
June 4, as Pride events were begin- Charred remnants were all that was left of
hate crimes made up 19% of all report“There were some churches I applied
ning across the city.
Trinity Episcopal Cathedral’s LGBTQ Pride flag ed hate crime incidents in the United
to
that I couldn’t get as a gay person,
“It made me sad this morning to in Sacramento, Calif.
States in 2019. Though the number of
and
there were others that I applied to
see that somebody wanted to take
reported anti-LGBTQ incidents overall
that
I couldn’t get as a Black person,”
down what we think was a sign of love act is immense,” she wrote. “The Pride has remained relatively steady in recent
Graves
told ENS, describing his earlier
and burn it, but love isn’t that easily flag is a symbol of love, of struggle, of years, the number of incidents specifijob
searches.
“The same is true for female
defeated,” Woodward told the Bee, his sacrifice, by generations of our brothers cally targeting transgender and genderclergy
and
even
more so for nonbinary
voice breaking with emotion. “So — and sisters. I realize that not all are ac- nonconforming people doubled from
clergy.
The
more
of those categories they
just gotta buy a new flag.”
cepting of our LGBTQ neighbors, but 2014 to 2019.
check
off,
the
harder
it’s going to be.”
In an email to her diocese, Northern we should all be united in condemning
LGBTQ Pride Month, which celThe
constitutions
and
canons of some
California Bishop Megan Traquair said this act. Christ calls us to show love and ebrates the community, culture and
dioceses
still
officially
ban
gay clergy —
the Sacramento Police Department is respect to our neighbors.”
liberation of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transunless
celibate
—
and
same-sex
marriaginvestigating. Traquair “condemn[ed]
Far from being deterred, Woodward, gender and queer/questioning people, is
es,
including
Albany,
Dallas
and
Central
this act of hatred” and asked her diocese who is gay, decided to step up his Pride marked each June by parades and festiFlorida.
In
the
ordination
application
to pray for the person who did it.
celebration. Though the rainbow flag in vals around the U.S., and has long been
forms for Central Florida and Dallas, or“While the monetary value of the front of his church was gone, he wore celebrated by the Episcopal Church and
dinands are asked to affirm that they will
flag is minimal, the symbolism of the a rainbow cape as he walked his dog, individual congregations. n
By Egan Millard
Episcopal News Service

F

LGBTQ flag at Sacramento cathedral burned at start of Pride month

O
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Episcopal Church reiterates opposition to anti-LGBTQ+
discrimination after Supreme Court foster care ruling
By Egan Millard
Episcopal News Service

T

he Episcopal Church responded
to the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling in a pivotal case about religious groups’ anti-LGBTQ+
discrimination by expressing support for
same-sex parents and concern about the
case’s implications.
On June 17, the Supreme Court ruled
unanimously in favor of Catholic Social
Services in its suit against the city of Philadelphia, which ended its contract with
CSS to provide foster care because CSS
refused to work with same-sex couples.
“My heart is with my LGBTQ siblings in light of today’s ruling by the Supreme Court in Fulton v. Philadelphia,”
Presiding Bishop Michael Curry said in
a statement.
“LGBTQ siblings, we stand with you
in this moment, and we continue to affirm that you are — and have always
been — a blessing to our church. But
above all, you are children of God with

LGBTQ continued from page 8

abide by the diocesan canons that define
marriage as one man and one woman
and stipulate that clergy must remain
celibate outside of marriage.
According to the Episcopal Church’s
canon law, churches in such dioceses
that wish to perform same-sex marriages
may seek pastoral oversight from another bishop, although even that was still
prohibited in the Diocese of Albany as
recently as January 2021. And some parishes explicitly state that they only marry
heterosexual couples, including The
Episcopal Church’s largest parish, St.
Martin’s Episcopal Church in Houston.
“In some parts of the church, it may
seem like full inclusion is no longer really
an issue, like we’ve been there, done that,
and we’re kind of on to the next thing,”
said the Rev. Devon Anderson, rector of
Trinity Church in Excelsior, Minnesota,
and a member of Executive Council,
“but I just think in so many other places,
people … feel vulnerable because either
local leaders aren’t supportive or because
civil protections seem to be at risk.”
Anderson put forth a resolution that
Executive Council passed at its April
meeting, which expresses lament for the
harm the church has done to LGBTQ
people and pledges to do better. The resolution doesn’t mention the Max Lucado
incident specifically, but Anderson said
she was prompted to write the resolution by the reaction to that, as well as
the Vatican’s statement in March that the
Roman Catholic Church will not bless
same-sex unions, calling them sinful.
“I had parishioners that were like,
‘How do I interpret all of this stuff that’s
going on? Where’s the church in this?
Am I still safe here? Is this someplace
that’s going to use my gifts and deploy-

religious leaders opposing
CSS’ argument.
“Scholars can debate the
broader legal implications
of the decision, but as a
Christian, I continue to be
alarmed by the bigotry that
lies at the case’s heart,” Jennings said in a statement to
ENS.
“Religious liberty is a
bedrock of our country and
Photo/Danielle E. Thomas/Washington National Cathedral a right cherished by AmeriMembers of Washington National Cathedral participate cans of many faiths. But
in the 2019 Capital Pride Parade in Washington, D.C.
disguising homophobia as
religious freedom, as the
the entire human family. The struggle plaintiffs in this case have done, is not
does not end here; the work goes on, only a dangerous legal precedent, it is a
and we are committed to the fullness of gross distortion of the teachings of Jehuman equality and to building a just sus,” she said.
future that is free from discrimination
The case has broad ramifications for
against LGBTQ people,” he said.
both religious groups and LGBTQ+
House of Deputies President the Rev. people. While civil protections for LGGay Clark Jennings also expressed dis- BTQ+ people have become enshrined in
may at the ruling. Curry and Jennings local and federal laws over the last deboth previously joined briefs filed by cade, the Supreme Court has also con-

ment fully in ministry and offer me all
the sacraments?’” she told ENS.
The resolution “confesses the Church’s
continued heterosexism, homophobia,
biphobia and transphobia, and the ongoing harmful impact of anti-LGBTQ+
Christian proclamation, preaching, pastoral care, and theology” and expresses a

sistently upheld religious exemptions to
those laws in recent years.
The Episcopal Church has opposed
anti-LGBTQ+ discrimination dating
back to the 1970s, and has called for
governments and other churches to protect the rights of LGBTQ+ people.
Philadelphia has prohibited discrimination based on sexual orientation since
1982. In 2018, the city dropped its contract with CSS to place children in foster
homes after learning that CSS had a policy against placing children with samesex couples, saying CSS was in violation
of the city’s anti-discrimination laws.
CSS said it had never been approached
by a same-sex couple in decades of providing foster care services. But it said the
city, in requiring CSS to drop its policy
of not working with same-sex couples,
was forcing the organization to violate
its religious beliefs.
The Roman Catholic Church teaches
that marriage is between one man and
one woman, and that such a marriage is
continued on page 13

‘

racial justice audit the church
just performed.
Par tridge
and Graves told
ENS that one of
the major challenges
ahead
is
translating
— The Rev. Cameron Partridge resolutions and
statements into
still intact or any visible actions on the diocesan and conless sacred,” she gregational levels. Partridge praised the
said.
efforts of the TransEpiscopal advocacy
A range of more group, which has been active since 2005
specific solutions and is currently working on compiling a
have been pro- list of readings and resources to help eduposed, including cate Episcopalians on transgender issues.
He hopes that parishes will host
— The Rev. Charles Grave IV ideas for General
Convention reso- workshops and reading series that will
lutions that came help them not only welcome the transrenewed commitment to ensuring that up during the May 18 House of Depu- gender and nonbinary people who may
LGBTQ people experience a “full and ties webinar. One potential resolution to visit, but also embrace and honor those
equal claim” to church life.
address discrimination in hiring clergy who are already in their congregations or
Anderson, who consulted with Par- might involve “finding ways to make the have family members who are.
tridge and other LGBTQ Episcopalians search and call process truly open and
“It’s not like a not-yet thing; it’s a rein crafting the resolution’s language, said inclusive,” said House of Deputies Presi- ality,” Partridge told ENS, “and people
she thought the church needed to ac- dent the Rev. Gay Clark Jennings dur- need to feel fully embraced and supknowledge the rejection and pain some ing the webinar. Other ideas included a ported, and to really truly feel that the
are still experiencing and reassure them sexuality and gender audit, similar to the Episcopal Church has their back.” n
that the church’s leaders are still working
to ensure they are welcomed everywhere.
The resolution itself does not solve
the existing problems, she said, but it
provides a basis for more specific actions
to that end.
• Clergy Discount
“You can’t mobilize anybody around a
• Guaranteed Dates
platitude, and in some ways, you could
look at this resolution and think, ‘Wow,
• 3 Estimates with only 1 survey
that’s another platitude,’” but it goes
• All Major Van Lines
deeper than that, she told ENS.
Ask for a clergy moving specialist and discover
“[It says,] we’ve committed ourselves
why thousands of churches, clergy and seminarians
resolutely to this vision, and the church
have relied on us for over two decades.
is going to make serious mistakes and
www.clergyrelocation.com • info@clergyrelocation.com
that doesn’t mean that the vision isn’t

‘

People across the
church should feel fully
embraced and their
leadership honored.

’

Probably the biggest
area for us to grow is
… supporting trans
and nonbinary folk in
the church.

’

MOVING?
800-733-0930
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Episcopal churches step up efforts to go solar
to reach net-zero carbon emissions goals
By Tony Gutiérrez
Episcopal News Service

W

hen it came time to bless the
solar panels at the Church
of St. Martin in Davis,
Calif., last April, Northern
California Bishop Megan Traquair had
to improvise — the Book of Common
Prayer, so far, doesn’t include a solar
panel blessing.
After reading an abridged version of
“A Song of Creation” from the Morning Prayer II lessons, Traquair stood on
a scissor lift, sprinkled the panels with
holy water, and prayed “that they may
continue to capture the light of God’s
beautiful creation, the thumb that he
placed above us, and that its energy may
go to help support the life of those that
he has placed here in this community, in
this country and in this world.”
Episcopalians and other people of
faith have increasingly become aware of
climate change and its effects, particularly in places like California where wildfires burn millions of acres annually and
force residents to evacuate.
“There’s a justice aspect to our care for
creation, making sure the benefits of our
creation care are available to all. Some
people grow food in their own gardens
to take to the food bank to care for the
poor,” Traquair told Episcopal News Service. “All of these are ways to care for creation and to love our neighbor.”
St. Martin’s began in 2002 to eliminate excess waste and protect the environment, said Nick Buxton, a vestry
member and primary coordinator for
the solar project.
The church began by replacing wornout items with eco-friendly alternatives,
and in 2018, the congregation decided
to be more proactive and began convert-

Photo/Diocese of Northern California

Northern California Bishop Megan Traquair stands on a scissor lift to bless recently
installed solar panels at the Episcopal Church of St. Martin in Davis, Calif.

ing utilities that had previously been
powered by other sources, such as gas
stoves or furnaces, to electric. By making
sure everything was powered by electricity — which is sourced from solar energy — St. Martin’s was able to become a
zero-carbon campus, meaning it doesn’t
give off any carbon emissions.
“By doing it on the church property,
you’re modeling what can be done,”
Buxton said. “We know the climate crisis is one of the biggest environmental
crises humanity has faced and is going
to require action at every level, and the
church can speak with an even stronger
moral voice if it puts into action.”
Nationwide, churches’ interest in
converting to solar energy has increased
over the past several years, Susan Stephenson, executive director of Interfaith
Power & Light, told ENS. The organization, of which St. Martin’s is a member,
was founded in 1998 at Grace Cathedral
in San Francisco, as a coalition of Episcopal churches aggregated to purchase
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renewable energy.
Over the years, it has expanded nationwide and now includes other faith
partners. St. Peter’s Episcopal Church in
Weston, Mass., is one church joining the
interfaith movement on the East Coast.
On June 15, faith leaders from across
the U.S., including Episcopalian Susan
Stephenson, called on Congress to act on
climate, justice and jobs.
“Over decades, religious leaders have
been recognizing the threat to our environment posed by climate change, the
moral cause that it is and the spiritual elements of this relationship that we have
with our environment,” Stephenson
said. “I think it’s a wonderful thing to
see it building and manifesting itself in
churches going solar.”
She noted the growing effort among
dioceses to pool resources together, recalling California Bishop Marc Andrus’
challenge to all California dioceses to
transition to solar energy.
The Rev. Colin Mathewson, co-vicar
of St. Luke’s Church in San Diego, with
his wife, the Rev. Laurel Mathewson,
described solar energy as a “unicorn” because it can be promoted from multiple
perspectives.
From a “conservative, financial risk
management perspective,” solar energy
saves money; from a scientific perspective, “it is wonderful for the environment”; and, from a Christian perspective, it’s “a wonderful way to express and
honor God. It’s our own form of praise
and worship to care for the earth in this
way.”
Panel installation at St. Luke’s was
completed at the end of last year. The
panels’ visibility provides a “clear expression of our values,” he said. God’s plan
for salvation takes place through the created material world, he added, noting
that the “heavenly Jerusalem” referred
to in the Book of Revelation will be on
Earth.
“To me it’s pretty straightforward
Christianity,” Matthewson said. “People
have different political views around how
one cares for the world — and many
of those are reasonable and important

debates — but that we should care for
and steward the world I hope isn’t really
up for debate, at least not for churches
and theologies that take seriously the
Incarnation.”
St. Luke’s was able to convert to solar
energy thanks to a partnership initiated
by the Diocese of San Diego. In 2018,
churches asked the diocesan property
committee about implementing solar
energy, said Erika Morgan, the diocese’s
clean energy consultant and a member of
St. Paul’s Cathedral, also in San Diego.
Individual churches may not be able
to afford solar panels, but by entering
into a diocesan collective power purchase agreement, or PPA, parishes can
afford them, she said.
The bigger companies don’t consider
churches to be credit-worthy places. The
faith community has had a very difficult
time receiving the attention of the solar
industry,” said Morgan, who also serves
on the cathedral’s solar team. “By coming together and doing it at the diocesan
level, we can just cut into that problem
and bring resources to them in a way
that works for them.”
Catherine Duffy, a postulant in the
Diocese of Southern Ohio, noted that
people who grew up learning about climate change, like she did, can now create change.
“We have all been talking about this
since we were kids, and it’s just taken
that much time to move our culture to
the place where enough people want to
act on it,” said Duffy, a board member
for the Center for Religion and Environment at the University of the South in
Sewanee, Tenn., and Christian care convener for Province V.
“We’re not the Sierra Club. We are
the church. We do what we do because
we follow Jesus, and that’s something
we need to keep repeating,” she added.
“We’re not just called just to action;
we’re called to formation.”
Through its “Solarize Ohio” initiative,
the Diocese of Southern Ohio is working with 14 parishes to introduce solar
energy to their campuses, said the Rev.
Craig Foster, a deacon at Trinity Episcopal Church in Columbus and a member
of the diocese’s Christian Care and Environmental Justice Task Force. While
there is some resistance to transitioning
to solar energy — particularly because
coal mining is still a major industry in
the region — most people are receptive,
he said.
“Now is the time. People are ready.
Five to seven years ago, we had this
strange conversation about whether we
believed in climate change or not,” said
Foster. “We have these events like Hurricane Sandy. We have the event that Texas
just experienced, which … most likely is
related to climate change.”
The Rev. Steve Keplinger, rector of
Grace St. Paul’s in Tucson, Ariz., has
spent the last 10 years preaching the
continued on page 11
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Lambeth to focus on science, climate change
Welby celebrated the many ways that
science has been “a gift to human beings” in an introductory video.
“It is scientific advance that has lifted so many people out of poverty. It is
scientific advance that has enabled the
world to feed itself. It is widespread
science that has enabled us to produce
vaccines at a speed that even five years
ago — a year ago — would have been

a curve that is skewed towards the poor,
and those with poor infrastructure, who
he relationship between faith and
are most affected by climate change.”
science and the church’s response
“For the people of the Global South,
to the environmental crisis will
it is not an issue of the signs of climate
be “big picture” themes at next
change, but it is the reality of droughts,
summer’s Lambeth Conference, which
of rising sea levels; it’s the reality of cyfocuses on being “God’s Church for
clones in Mozambique that were not
God’s World”.
there [before], and people being interThe conference’s communications ofnally displaced.”
fice featured the issues in a
Bishop David Njovu of
series of short films released
the Diocese of Lusaka in
in early June, including a
Zambia noted similar effects
special release of “How is the
in Central Africa: “Mainly,
Church Engaging with Sciwe’re being affected by either
ence in Responding to Enviwe have a severe drought, or
ronmental Issues” on June 5,
we have floods. In Namibia,
World Environment Day.
they are facing an amazing
The Anglican Commulevel of drought, and therenion also announced the
after, a lot of medical health
foundation of the Anglican
issues…. These droughts
Communion Science Comand floods have an impact
Photo/John Fielding
mission, a group of scientists
on food security because
Some Lambeth services will be held at Canterbury Cathedral.
and theologians from across
even where we had prepared
its 41 provinces who will equip Angli- thought unimaginable. It is science that ourselves, most of these fields are being
cans “for courageous and confident spir- has begun to give us a big picture of our washed away by these rains.”
itual leadership in issues involving sci- place in the world. It is science that has
Makgoba and Njovu discussed ways
ence.” The commission will be formally driven our consciousness of the danger Anglicans are acting to address climate
launched at next summer’s Lambeth to the world from climate change — and change in their regions.
Conference and hopes to have its first what we can do about it in the future,”
“We came up with a system as a
conference shortly thereafter.
he said.
church where we are encouraging people
The Most Rev. Thabo Makgoba,
Climate change is “the great emer- to plant trees,” Njovu said. “In this dioArchbishop of Cape Town, will co-chair gency of the 21st century,” Welby said cese, when I go out for confirmation, it’s
the commission with Bishop Stephen in the film about engagement with en- now a rule: each child who is being conCroft of the Church of England’s vironmental issues, which focuses espe- firmed must plant a tree.”
Diocese of Oxford. Its work will be cially on the deep impact experienced in
Makgoba said that Southern Africoordinated by Andrew Briggs, Professor the Global South.
can Anglicans have sometimes taken a
of Nanomaterials at the University of
Makgoba agreed, saying. “There is a more confrontational approach, noting
Oxford and Stephen Spencer of the heightened awareness that climate crisis, “We have come together, as interfaith,
Anglican Communion Office.
and some call it ‘climate racism’, ought ecumenically, to speak to the worst polArchbishop of Canterbury Justin to be tackled, because there seems to be luters. It is science that has empowered

us, as the faith community, to say to the
mining community, when you pollute
the water, you influence the other. When
you concentrate on extraction that leads
to deforestation, there is an impact on
climate change.”
Croft said that his service on an advisory body for Oxford University’s Environmental Change Institute has helped
him see how crucial the Church’s role
can be in facing these issues.
“Every discussion of the advisory
board I have been to, the board has
wanted to discuss the impact and
importance of the faith communities
globally in tackling climate change.
Because the faith communities are seen
as huge potential centers of influence
on the world when it comes to climate.
To offer a motivation for care for the
world and care for the earth, to offer
a sense of solidarity globally, and a
concern for the poor, and also to offer
practical inspiration and means for
change. So the alliance between the
scientific community and the Church,
and indeed, all the faith communities,
is absolutely critical in addressing this
global problem,” he said.
“Unless we have a moral revolution
and take seriously the need to protect
the environment for future generation,
it’s going to be tragic, very tragic,”
added Professor Eunice Kamara, another
member of the Anglican Communion
Science Commission, who teaches
African Christian ethics at Kenya’s Moi
University. n

portant to do whether we had the money
or not.”
The Rev. Pam Hyde, the first canon
for creation care in the Diocese of Arizona, is working to establish a collective
PPA in the diocese.
“As I began talking to parishes around
the diocese, a lot of them were asking
me how do they switch to solar energy,”
Hyde said. “The churches are understanding this is something we do because
we have a responsibility to take care of
God’s creation.”
The diocesan initiative — “Harvesting the Sun,” derived from St. Francis of
Assisi’s “Canticle of Brother Sun” — invites parishes to reach out to the diocese’s
creation care ministry for help in assessing their needs and the feasibility of installing solar panels, she said.
“They’re able to leverage investors by
using federal solar investment tax credits. Because churches are nonprofit and
don’t file taxes, we can’t take credit, but
there are federal investment credits out
there,” she said. “We believe we can
completely eliminate any requirements
to provide capital for this upfront. That
means they can pay for the cost of this
over time after the solar is actually installed.”
For its PPA, the Diocese of San Joaquin divided 12 sites into two phases. As

a lot of enthusiasm.”
Caring for creation is a part of our
baptismal call, said San Joaquin Bishop
David Rice, noting that the baptismal covenant in the Book of Common
Prayer asks candidates to be aware of and
serve their neighbors and to strive for
justice for all people. Rice said he plans
to visit each site and bless the new solar
panels, as his counterpart in Northern
California did.
“For the last year amid COVID, I’ve
been talking about simultaneous pandemics — the virus, racial and ecological crises — and these pandemics require
everyone to respond to this,” the bishop
said.
The climate crisis affects people on
the margins, many of whom are people
of color, he added, noting that healthy
food is more expensive and less accessible for the economically disadvantaged,
and many don’t have access to clean air
or water.
“It’s all connected. Whether we are
using up or conserving, it’s all related
to the resources we’ve been gifted,” Rice
said. “And how we are giving care to all
the aforementioned is what our faith is
about.” n

By Mark Michael

T

solar continued from page10

interconnectedness of humanity and
the natural world during the “Season of
Creation,” which has been added to the
parish’s liturgical calendar. It begins on
the Sunday nearest the Oct. 4 Feast of St.
Francis of Assisi and goes through just
before the First Sunday of Advent.
“The entire liturgy is based on prayers
and liturgical pieces that all talk about
how we’re connected to nature and what
that relationship looks like,” Keplinger
said, adding that he continues to use the
Gospel from the lectionary.
Grace St. Paul’s installed solar panels
five years ago through a PPA with Technicians for Sustainability. Without that
partnership, the parish couldn’t have afforded to install the panels, Keplinger
said.
Other creation care measures implemented on the campus include using
eco-friendly lightbulbs, maintaining a
vegetable garden to support a food pantry and installing insulated windows.
Currently, the solar panels are producing
approximately 80% of the electricity the
church uses.
“We don’t have any real financial advantage for using solar panels now, and
we won’t for 15 years down the road,”
said Keplinger. “We thought it was im-

‘

The churches are
understanding this
is something we do
because we have
a responsibility to
take care of God’s
creation.

’

— The Rev. Pam Hyde
previously reported in Episcopal News
Service, the diocese started the process in
2019. Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, the first six sites just finished installing their panels, putting the diocese at
more than 50% of cost-saving on renewable energy, solar consultant Cal Harling
said. Once Phase 2 has been completed,
diocesan officials hope to be at 90%.
The parishes have been “extremely
positive about this and excited about the
idea they’re going to get solar,” Harling
said. “They constantly bug me about
when projects are going to start. There’s

This article was originally published in
The Living Church.

Tony Gutiérrez is a freelance journalist
based in Cave Creek, Arizona.
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Harvard chaplaincy’s ‘liturgy of the absurd’ performance art
invites new perspectives on the Eucharist
Their ideas centered around staging
something like the Eucharist, but infused with elements that churches don’t
f you walked past the Episcopal usually associate with it, like femininChaplaincy at Harvard University ity and spectacle. Cairns looked to the
on a recent evening, you might have medieval church’s mystery and morality
heard chanting, music and bells, plays for ideas.
smelled incense and gotten a glimpse of
“The church has a tradition of playing
robed figures.
with revelry, pageantry, the absurd, in
There was a liturgy going on in the order to communicate and teach lessons,
backyard of the chaplaincy’s stately colo- especially when you go back to a time
nial building, but not one of the Eucha- where most people didn’t read and the
ristic rites found in the Book of Com- mysteries of the actual Eucharist were
mon Prayer. It was a chaplaincy-staged not for most people to see, so in some
experimental performance art piece that ways we’re just going back to our roots
deconstructs and reassembles the Eucha- here,” Cairns told ENS.
rist through a feminine lens.
Powell, Wade and Cairns all per“LadyMass: Rites of the Emerald Ta- formed in the show, along with Powell’s
ble,” performed over the
daughter and several stupast two weekends, is a
dents, one of whom plays
walk-through experience
a character based on the
Photos/Sarabinh Levy-Brightman
with multiple stations,
White Rabbit from “AlThe “prayer tent” in the backyard of the Episcopal Chaplaincy at Harvard University is
each with a performer
ice’s Adventures in Won- decorated for a performance of “LadyMass” in May 2021.
the audience can interact
derland.”
Below, a performer dances in the tent, left, while a cloaked performer, right, venerates
with. Over the course of
Students also created Elmo during “LadyMass.”
about a half-hour, authe sound effects for andience members meet
other station, at which
several
recognizable,
a dark, robed figure apyet twisted characters Photo/Episcopal Chaplaincy at Harvard University pears to worship a toy
Powell
that incorporate aspects
Elmo that speaks various
of Christianity and pop culture. And excerpts from the writings of Evagrius,
though it may not be apparent at first, the fourth-century Christian mystic,
the basic elements of the Eucharist are newly translated by a Harvard Divinity
there: the Word and the offering of food School professor.
and drink.
Cairns emphasized that the discomThe Rev. Rita Powell, who organized fort audience members may feel at some
the collaborative project, began envi- of the imagery is meant to be thoughtsioning something like it when she be- provoking, not disrespectful.
came Harvard’s Episcopal chaplain two
“When you say that you’re being abyears ago. Powell hired Meredith Wade surd in the liturgy, people might have an
as the chaplaincy’s Kellogg Fellow in part initial reaction of ‘That’s sacrilegious,’
because of their shared interest in art as ‘That’s irreverent,’ ‘That’s offensive,’
ministry.
‘You’re mocking the church,’ which is
“We wanted to use the creative arts to absolutely not what we were doing,”
reach out beyond what the borders of the she said. “In many ways, I think there’s
church are,” Powell told ENS. “We didn’t
just want to be a place that welcomed
are in some kind of feminine register,”
people who already knew they wanted to
Powell explained.
be Episcopalian, but we wanted to actuTwo performers — one male and one
ally be a presence on campus in a visible
female — are dressed as Dorothy from
and not entirely churchy way.”
“The Wizard of Oz,” but with very difPowell and Wade enlisted Kirsten
ferent takes on the female archetype.
Cairns, the founder and artistic director
While one happily offers up sparkling
of Enigma Chamber Opera, to develop
wine and chocolate to the viewer in a
their ideas into a production. In her
consecration-like ritual, the other maprevious position at Trinity Church in
levolently thrusts wrappers or other
Boston, Powell had worked with Cairns,
food-related trash into the viewer’s hand,
who brought her extensive theater exsymbolizing the opposite of the Euchaperience to projects like a dramatized
rist: an empty vessel.
Good Friday service.
At another station, the audience is in“One of the elements that was imporvited
into a tent, where a woman dancPhoto/Kirsten Cairns
tant to me is just thinking about how to Two performers are dressed as Dorothy from “The Wizard of Oz,” during “LadyMass.”
ing seductively exchanges the trash for
make the arts accessible and how to help
a piece of paper with a spiritual quote
people engage their creative selves, even a greater reverence in saying, ‘These are of mythical feminine energy not typi- written on it. The exchange, Cairns said,
if that’s not what they do for a living or profound mysteries that we cannot pos- cally considered appropriate for church, makes the audience member an active
if it’s not what they’re formally trained sibly understand.’”
participant rather than a spectator.
such as eroticism and anger.
in,” Wade said.
Cairns wanted to unsettle the audi“For a lot of churchgoers, I think that
“We’re harkening back to the time
The three women drew inspiration ence’s ideas about what the Eucharist is when the church was more comfortable the Eucharist is very passive, that the
from “Sleep No More,” an adaptation of and who can participate in it, “playing with embracing the feminine strength priest is the one doing the work, all I do
“Macbeth” in which audience members with what is being offered, who is offer- and power within it,” she said.
is receive and walk away,” Cairns said.
walk through a hotel and learn parts of ing it and what is being consumed.” To
“We have three very different cel- “What if it’s more about what you bring
the story from performers throughout that end, there are three simultaneous ebrants at these three altars, and none of to the table, what you give? I hope and
the building.
“altars” with performers evoking aspects their gender is simple, but all of them
continued on page 13
By Egan Millard
Episcopal News Service
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Concert series celebrates connection through music and storytelling
By Egan Millard
Episcopal News Service

T

he Episcopal Church’s Concert
for the Human Family in May
sought to unify people across
boundaries at the intersection
of faith, art and justice. Though planning for the concert was underway well
before the COVID-19 pandemic, the
2020 election and the racial reckoning
that followed George Floyd’s murder, its
themes of connecting across difference
and healing through storytelling have
only become more relevant.
“We know music and stories have the
power to open us and connect us more
deeply than a speech or book might,”
the Rev. Stephanie Spellers, the presiding bishop’s canon for evangelism, reconciliation and stewardship of creation,
told ENS. “We hope this experience will
move us into transformative action.”
The first concert in the series streamed
online on May 22. Filmed in April with
COVID-safe protocols at Philadelphia
Episcopal Cathedral, the concert included performances by Kory Caudill, a
pianist from Nashville, Tenn., who has
partnered with the Episcopal Church
to design the series, and featured artist
Wordsmith, a rapper from Baltimore
The Concert for the Human Family series was developed alongside the
church’s Becoming Beloved Community
initiative, which focuses on the work of
racial reconciliation within and beyond
the church. The concert series brings
together musicians from different backgrounds and genres who have unique
personal perspectives to offer.
For updates on future concerts in the
Concert for the Human Family series,
including in-person events anticipated
in the fall, go to www.episcopalchurch.
Lady Mass continued from page 12

believe that what we’ve done over the last
two weekends has given a lot to people,
but I know for sure that they have given
a lot to us.”
Using a grant from the Diocese of
Massachusetts’ young adult ministry
network, Powell commissioned composer Adam Jacob Simon to write original
music, including a Mass setting, that reflected the progression through the space
and added an overall atmospheric tone.
For a set, the team took advantage of
chaplaincy’s backyard, where plans were
already underway to build a neon-lit
“prayer tent” art installation and worship space. So when COVID-19 hit,
there wasn’t much that needed to be
changed. They had even been planning
to hand out Mardi Gras-type face masks
to attendees before the pandemic made
masks a necessity.
“It was very fortuitous that this piece
was ready for the situation of the world,”
Cairns said. “It was one of the few art
projects that didn’t get canceled when
the pandemic came along.”
After the performance, attendees were

org and search “Concert for the Human
Family.”
The May 22 concert took place on the
second day of a larger three-day churchwide event, “One in the Spirit: Pentecost
Way of Love Revival Weekend,” that coincided with Pentecost.
“Pentecost is the season when we celebrate the birth of the church and the
Spirit landing on the glorious diversity of
God’s people,” Presiding Bishop Michael
Curry said in a news release. “Thanks
to vaccinations and CDC recommendations, it’s also the moment when lots
of our churches can finally open their
arms more fully to the public. We want
to mark this moment of renewal with
a revival and pray that God would rain
blessing, guidance and power down on
all people.”
The churchwide virtual revival began
with Washington National Cathedral’s
Vigil of Hope, continued with the Concert for the Human Family and wrapped
up with a virtual Pentecost Way of Love
Revival worship service.
The Sunday service featured the testimonies, songs and voices of Episcopalians in cathedrals and communities across the church, including St.
Mark’s Cathedral in Seattle, indigenous
churches in Navajoland and South Dakota, Philadelphia Episcopal Cathedral,
Washington National Cathedral and
Christ Church in St. Louis, Mo.
The concert showcased the collaboration between Caudill and Wordsmith,
which yielded a collection of songs transcending the boundaries of genre, geography and race. Ranging from lighthearted to heavy, their songs covered topics
from the racial profiling Wordsmith has
experienced as a Black man to the rural
beauty of Caudill’s native Appalachia.
Wordsmith told ENS he appreciated
invited to rest in the garden and write
down reflections in a book. The creative
team was surprised by the variety of responses, including many that expressed
discomfort or confusion but also insight.
They also heard from attendees that they
were simply excited that something like
this was being offered. People walking
by were even lured in by the smells and
sounds, Cairns said.
“It seems like folks were ready for
some type of artistic experience, some
type of embodied experience that was
COVID-conscious and accessible to
them,” Wade told ENS.
Though this round of performances is
over, “LadyMass” is not, the team said.
“We had a filmmaker come and work
with us on filming it, and she’s working
on putting something together over the
summer that Rita and Kirsten will take
on the road in the fall, so that folks who
weren’t able to come experience it in person have still some way to access the experience,” Wade said.
“The piece isn’t over,” Cairns said.
“Like an insect, it’s gone through one
stage of its form, and now it’s going to
transform into something else.” n

Photo/The Episcopal Church

Kory Caudill (left, at piano) and Wordsmith (right, at microphone) perform during the
prerecorded Concert for the Human Family at Philadelphia Episcopal Cathedral.

the project’s candid approach, in which
touchy topics were not off-limits and
open, honest conversations were encouraged. He said he hopes the concert has
the same effect on the audience.
“We’ve been talking about the struggles we’ve been going through, talking
about the divide that we have in America,
and just really putting these things out
here bluntly so we can have this conversation through music,” Wordsmith said.
“I feel this concert will really continue
to open people’s eyes, continue to keep
the discussions alive on so many topics
in this world that we have to address.”
“The whole thing is designed to spark
conversations and to strengthen communities and hopefully open up an important dialogue between all of us,” Caudill told ENS.
“Everything has been based on very
real and very deep conversations and research that we’ve had with folks” going
back several years, he said; though they
sound tailor-made to the 2020-21 period of racial reckoning, almost all of the
songs were written before the murder of

George Floyd in May 2020. One deals
with the 2005 racially-motivated murder
of Anthony Walker in England.
“Sadly, it all stayed relevant,” Caudill
said.
While the Episcopal Church is sponsoring the concert series, the music is
broadly spiritual rather than overtly religious, inviting people of other faiths or
no faith to engage with it.
“It’s important to me that people know
that I’m a person of faith,” Caudill told
ENS. “At the same time, I want them to
know that if they’re having conversation
with me, I want to learn about and understand why they view the world the way
they do, and to feel welcome to have any
kind of conversation they want.”
Wordsmith, who is not a churchgoer,
told ENS he felt welcome to speak about
faith on his own terms.
“That’s been a beautiful thing of
working with Episcopal churches: I’ve
never been judged at all,” he said. “It was
really about ‘We want you to tell your
story. We want you to feel open in this
world.’” n

LGBTQ continued from page 9

“We are also concerned for the impact
of this ruling on the foster care system, in
which so many Episcopalians offer shelter
and care to vulnerable children, many of
whom are LGBTQ themselves,” Curry
said. “It is important to remember that
the New Testament teaches that ‘religion
that is pure and undefiled before God,
the Father, is this: to care for orphans and
widows in their distress…’ (James 1:27).”
“Along with millions of other people of
faith, I believe in the equality of LGBTQ+
families because of my faith, not in spite
of it,” Jennings said. “It breaks my heart
that this campaign of exclusion and discrimination is being waged by my fellow
Christians, and I pray for the LGBTQ+
families that will suffer because of it.”
Diocese of Pennsylvania Bishop Daniel Gutiérrez said the focus should be on
finding loving homes for foster children,
not on excluding potential foster parents.
“There should never be conditions for
those willing to open their hearts and
homes to a child in need,” Gutiérrez said
in a statement to ENS. “If a child needs
help and a sibling in humanity is willing
to meet that child’s needs in love, our society could not ask for anything more.” n

the ideal environment for raising children.
CSS also does not place children with any
unmarried couples, regardless of gender.
CSS sued the city, arguing that the
city’s termination of the contract violated CSS’ First Amendment right to the
free exercise of religion. After two lower
courts upheld the city’s right to terminate the contract, the Supreme Court
reversed those rulings, with all nine justices in agreement.
“CSS seeks only an accommodation
that will allow it to continue serving the
children of Philadelphia in a manner consistent with its religious beliefs; it does not
seek to impose those beliefs on anyone
else,” Chief Justice John Roberts wrote
in the court’s opinion. “The refusal of
Philadelphia to contract with CSS for the
provision of foster care services unless it
agrees to certify same-sex couples as foster
parents cannot survive strict scrutiny, and
violates the First Amendment.”
In their reactions to the ruling, Curry,
Jennings and others focused less on the
legal arguments and more on the theological and social impacts of the case.
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Kelly Latimore: Iconographer of a new imago dei
By Pamela A. Lewis

A

ny lingering ideas we might hold about artists
who paint — or, more precisely, write — icons
quickly disappear when we meet iconographer
Kelly Latimore and his large body of work. The
affable 34-year-old suburban Chicago native (now living and working in St. Louis) does not align with the
image of an elderly monk bent over a panel and silently
and reverently applying pigment or gold leaf to the
sacred face he is depicting. Latimore is transforming
old notions about icon writing
with regard to what or whom
should be represented.
In contemporary usage,
the words “icon” and “iconic”
have come to denote objects
and people who have assumed
a larger-than-life, emblematic
status. But the fundamental
definition of “icon” remains
Latimore
unchanged: image. Not merely an artwork, the icon has traditionally been a sacred
image used in religious devotion. Most commonly a
painting (although they have been produced in other
media), the icon has its roots in the Eastern Orthodox
church, as well as in the Roman and certain Eastern
Catholic traditions.
Describing himself as a “Baptist preacher’s kid,”
Latimore acknowledges that his personal background
stands in contrast to the icon’s history and tradition.
Although he was “always drawing and painting,” he
had no acquaintance with the art form, yet had always
connected with the arts as a vehicle for creating things
which he deemed beautiful. Serious study of art took
root during his years attending Greenville University in
Greenville, Ill., where he learned about different genres,
artists, and techniques.
After completing his university studies, Latimore
moved to Ohio, where he met a couple who had started the Good Earth Farm, supplying food for pantries.
Subsequently, he encountered a community called the
Common Friars, centered on the monastic way of life
and prayer from the Book of Common Prayer three
times a day.
The new relationships he cultivated in this community, as well as learning about how to care for the earth,
inspired Latimore to readjust his spirituality, from one
which had been, in his words, more about “personal
transcendence,” to being “up there with God,” to a consideration of how we care for the earth as Jesus did. The
“lilies of the field” was the subject of his first icon.
Latimore began icon writing at Common Friars.
He has enlarged the genre’s scope, informed by a
wide range of artistic influences, such as Mary Oliver,
Wendell Berry, and Alice Neel, and strongly focused on
relationships, community, and social justice.
Given his experience as a farmer, connecting to the
land has been very important to Latimore, and in many
of his icons, he gives equal attention to the surrounding
landscape as he does to the figures occupying it.
It is not simply a decorative background, but an element that interacts with and comments on the human
subjects (such as “La Sagrada Familia”). Earth, sky, and
vegetation are strongly delineated, impelling the viewer
to engage with the totality of the icon, instead of solely
on the subjects. Latimore’s handling of the background
is a decided departure from writing traditional icons,
where that pictorial element is rendered in gold (symbolizing the celestial realm), and the figures and their
garments are pigmented.
Having grown up in a primarily-white environment and church community where he did not see or
interact with people different from himself, Latimore
has set out to fill those gaps by making visible in his
icons those whom society has chosen to keep invisible.

In that regard, the artist has peopled his icons
with a different type of sacred figure, literally
and figuratively drawn from the full spectrum
of humanity.
This new imago dei comprises disparate
public figures such as Martin Luther King, Jr.,
the late Senator John Lewis, author Flannery
O’Connor, abolitionist Frederick Douglass, and
Oglala Sioux Holy Man Nicholas Black Elk.
By today’s lights, these were the “envelope
pushers,” who challenged the prevailing social
order and protested injustice. To Latimore,
these are people “who have connected the word
‘Christian’ (even if they were non-Christian,
non-believers, or whose racial attitudes were not
necessarily evolved) with the liberation of the
poor. They lived lives of presence. They were not
focused on being holy; they were focused on being present.”
These are not the canonized saints of the
church, whose sainthood was determined by
miracles of extraordinary healings, but by bringing justice to those who had been deprived of it.
Regardless of faith or creed, Latimore gives all of
the figures in his paintings a gold nimbus (halo)
to signify sainthood.
Icon purists have not been pleased with Latimore’s iconographic choices, and many have denounced his work. Ironically, most of the threats
have come from Eastern Orthodox individuPhotos/courtesy of the artist
als in Russia and
“Mama,” gouache and
gold leaf on board,
Ukraine, according
36 x 48 in., 2020
to Latimore.
Reactions have
Far left, “Mary
been
especially
Oliver,” left, “John
strong to two paintLewis,” gouache and
ings in particugold leaf on board,
lar: “Refugees: La
12 x 16 in., 2019
Sagrada Familia”
(2016) and “Mama”
the image as they
(2020). “Sagrada”
marched.
was inspired by the
Some have also
story of a young
questioned whether a
Guatemalan man
white male artist such
who told Latimore
as Latimore should
about his struggle
to come to the United States, and of the remains of represent people of color in religious paintings, to
which the artist responds that white artists have been
women holding babies he had seen along the way.
The family in this icon refers simultaneously to the painting Christ as white for centuries, when the truth is
New Testament account of the Holy Family fleeing state that he was in all likelihood a person of color.
“Racism,” says Latimore, “is the denial of the Incarterrorism and to the countless refugees from Guatemala
and other Central and South American countries flee- nation; the image of God is within all of us. In my ining terror, yet seeking refuge in an America whose tone teractions with other congregations and clergy of color,
they are looking for other ways to represent Jesus. This
sounded anti-immigrant and anti-stranger.
is what it means to be human and
Soon after the murder of
to be present.”
George Floyd, Latimore painted
There is growing concern that
“Mama,” as a way to mourn the
in the so-called “post-Christian”
man whose brutal death was seen
West, which is witnessing declinaround the world. The artist has
ing church attendance, creating
written it in traditional icon style,
religious art such as icons may be
and arranged the figures as a lattera futile activity. Latimore strongly
day pietà, where a Black Madonna
believes that the church can parholds her dead son, whose likeness
ticipate in movements against war,
is unmistakably that of George
racism, hunger, and poverty, and
Floyd. (When asked whether the
that it can be a “living, breathing,
son is George Floyd or Jesus, Lativisible community of faith, which
more always answers, “Yes.”)
is but another word for ‹learning›.
Whereas the Madonna would
The main task of the church is
normally look at her son, the artthe formation of people who love
ist shifted her gaze to the viewer.
where it hurts.” n
This subtle shift moves the focus
outward, establishing a commuBased in New York, Pamela A.
nity of mourners who may reflect
Lewis writes about topics of faith.
on what they have witnessed and
For a complete video interview see
act to prevent its reoccurrence. In “La Sagrada Familia,” Gouache and gold
www.episcopaljournal.org.
some places, protesters displayed leaf on board, 12 x 16 in., 2016
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Anglican hospital in Gaza continues healing ministry in aftermath of fighting
pandemic,” Lent said. sands of innocent people. We join all
“Many clinics and hos- people of faith to offer up prayers for
pitals closed during the healing, wholeness, restoration and recpandemic and never onciliation.”
ensions over the evicreopened.
Hospitals
tions of Palestinian
Those prayers and the church’s supalready are at full oc- port continue in the aftermath of the
families in East Jerucupancy with COVID fighting, as all sides struggle for a lasting
salem boiled over last
patients. There are se- peace.
May into 11 days of fighting
vere shortages of medibetween Israel and Hamas.
“The Episcopal Church continues to
cal supplies, medicine work in solidarity with the Diocese of
Before agreeing to a May
and blood. This escalat- Jerusalem and organizations like AFEDJ
21 ceasefire, Hamas fired
ing conflict pushes Ga- as we work for peace, advocate for
rockets from the Gaza Strip
za’s healthcare system human rights, seek to end the sources
into Israeli cities, while Israel
way past the breaking of violence and raise funds to benefit
launched airstrikes that levpoint.”
eled buildings in Gaza.
the ministries of the Diocese,” the Rev.
Presiding
Bishop Robert Edmunds, the church’s Middle
Those attacks, along with
Michael Curry also of- East partnership officer, said in an email
clashes in Jerusalem between
fered support for the to ENS.
Palestinian protesters and IsPhoto/Mary Frances Schjonberg/Episcopal News Service
raeli police, reportedly left at The entrance sign to Ahli Arab Hospital in Gaza City is seen. The building people of the Holy
Naoum, in his interview with ENS,
Land on behalf of the said his Anglican diocese is uniquely poleast 260 Palestinians and 12 sustained damage during the Israeli airstrikes.
Episcopal
Church. sitioned to be a force for reconciliation
Israelis dead and hundreds
more injured.
was used to buy fuel for generators so the “We find ourselves full of sorrow and in the area, partly because of ministries
One constant before, during and after hospital could remain open during out- sadness,” Curry said on May 13. “We like Al Ahli Arab Hospital.
the turmoil has been the ministry of Al ages. The hospital also was able to pur- find ourselves grieving over the loss of
“We are known for being bridgeAhli Arab Hospital, a Diocese of Jerusa- chase medical supplies and increase its life, destruction of homes and the fear builders … bringing people closer tolem facility in Gaza City that saw a surge free community clinic from one to four that lives in the hearts of tens of thou- gether in these difficult times,” he said. n
in patients while sustaining minor dam- days a week.
age during the Israeli airstrikes.
“We are grateful for your prayers
“Our ministry is a ministry of healing and generosity,” Tarazi told AFEDJ.
and love and reconciliation,” Anglican “Though the situation in Gaza is horriArchbishop Hosam Naoum told ENS. fying and grim, we at Ahli are confident
His diocese operates Al Ahli as a charity that through your support we will rehospital, catering to impoverished fami- place despair with hope, mourning with
lies in Gaza, many of them Palestinian comfort, humiliation with dignity, and
While supplies last we’re offering
refugees.
injury with healing.”
Other public hospitals in Gaza treatThe clashes across Israel and the occua FREE book from our friends at
ed most of the patients who were injured pied Palestinian territories escalated last
Forward Movement with a 1-year
during the Israeli airstrikes, Naoum said, month just as Naoum was to be installed
and Al Ahli Arab Hospital’s 65 beds as archbishop. His installation ceremony
or 2-year subscription or minimum
filled quickly with other patients who was held May 13 at St. George’s Cathedonation of $36.
had been diverted there for non-emer- dral in Jerusalem amid tightened secugency treatment, such as surgeries.
rity in the city.
Experience the paper’s unparalleled
Naoum expressed gratitude for the
The COVID-19 pandemic was a
insights and gain a stronger connection
support his diocese has received from primary reason some Anglican bishacross the Anglican Communion, in- ops chose to watch the installation onwith the Episcopal community.
cluding from the Episcopal Church’s line rather than come to Jerusalem for
• Illuminating news stories of interest to Episcopalians
Good Friday Offering and from the the ceremony, Naoum said, though the
• Analysis of church decisions and news
fundraising of the American Friends of Israeli-Palestinian conflict also has disthe Episcopal Diocese of Jerusalem, or rupted some travel to the city.
• Original features and accounts of faith in action
AFEDJ. “That’s the greater sense of the
St. George’s College typically hosts
• Inspirational columns
Episcopal
body of Christ,” he said.
Holy Land pilgrims in its guest house;
•
Arts
coverage
and
reviews  
AFEDJ updated its donors by email although many pandemic restrictions
in early June with a report from the hos- are being lifted as conditions improve,
Subscribe today!
pital’s director, Suhaila Tarazi. “There is one group of pilgrims from the United
no family that has not been affected by States that had planned to visit in May
To receive this special offer send in the form below
this war either physically, emotionally, or chose to postpone their trip until SepOR Call 1-800-691-9846 (mention free book)
economically. Families have been shat- tember because of the renewed violence,
www.forwardmovement.org
OR go to EpiscopalJournal.org/subscribe
tered by its devastating impact, especial- Naoum said.
ly children,” she said. “Due to the cloIn a written statement May 17 while
(Episcopal Journal is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt charitable corporation registered in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.)
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Oregon church serves the homeless amid community’s opposition
stopped doing their soup kitchen days.
Around the same time, the city allowed
each church to have three car-campers in
their parking lots. St. Timothy’s was the
only church in town that applied for one
of those permits. That was when things
got really difficult, Lindley said.
“We picked our three people because
we thought that they would be a good
fit, but then they have visitors, and then
the visitors have visitors, and pretty soon
there’s a party,” Lindley said.
The struggle of keeping the parking
lot under control has led to an ongoing police presence onsite. People are
generally respectful, Lindley said, but
inevitably, fights need to be broken up
and people need to be removed from the
property.
Mental health services, already limited, were nearly impossible for homeless
people to access during the pandemic.
“You’re talking about people who are
already emotionally or mentally fragile
— already on the brink of imploding.
And so, over the last six months, they
went into a full-blown tailspin. And so
we have people that are getting into these
loud screaming matches,” Lindley said.
Brookings has recently seen a backlash against the homeless and those who
care for them.
The county government has begun clearing homeless camps in the
Brookings area, including one by the
town’s port that had accumulated large

Lindley told ENS that
shutting down the ministry
would not solve the probespite encountering resistance
lem of homelessness. Infrom neighbors and town ofstead, he said, the city and
ficials, an Episcopal parish in a
county need to help by cresmall Oregon town is continuating options for the homeing to provide critical services to homeless that are safer and more
less people, filling a void in an area where
sustainable than living in a
there are many unhoused and transient
parking lot.
residents but few resources available to
So why does St. Timothem.
thy’s persist in caring for the
In a situation playing out all over the
homeless?
United States, the town is grappling with
“Matthew 25,” Lindley
the dilemma of how to treat homeless
said. “‘Whatever you do
people with compassion while managfor the least of these’ — of
ing residents’ concerns about safety and
course, that’s our guiding
cleanliness.
passage in Scripture. …
St. Timothy’s Episcopal Church in
When you look at the life of
Brookings, on the Pacific coast near
Jesus Christ, it all involved
the California border, has long minisPhoto/Machell Carroll
healing, feeding and teachAt right, the Rev. Bernie Lindley, vicar of St. Timothy’s
tered to the homeless and hungry. The
ing.”
Episcopal Church in Brookings, Ore., speaks with
church opened a food bank in 1985 and,
St. Timothy’s is continuLaura, a client of the church’s homeless ministry.
in 2009, started hosting a soup kitchen
ing to do that despite inalong with other churches in town, with
creased resistance from the
each church taking one day of the week.
amounts of garbage and posed a public city, which has proposed requiring the
For about 10 years, the church has alhealth threat because of illegal trash fires church to get additional permits and has
lowed people to come in for restrooms,
reported it to the state health departand human waste.
showers, Wi-Fi and coffee.
In early June, 29 residents petitioned ment for allegedly not having a proper
Brookings, like much of the West
the city to stop St. Timothy’s homeless kitchen license. City staff have also
Coast, has had a high number of homeministries, leading to a meeting with the recommended that the council rescind
less and transient residents for years,
City Council, during which supporters the car camping ordinance, the Curry
mostly due to a lack of affordable housof the church debated neighbors who Coastal Pilot reported.
ing, said the Rev. Bernie Lindley, vicar of
Lindley has the support of Bishop
gave examples of disturbing and disrupSt. Timothy’s.
tive behavior by people congregating Diana Akiyama and the diocese’s lawyer,
Over the last two years, though, the
who wrote a letter on the parish’s behalf
around the church.
situation in the region wors“I feel like people are try- to the city attorney “because what we’re
ened dramatically due to a coning to find a solution to doing isn’t just a mandate from Christ,
fluence of factors, Lindley said.
homelessness — that’s not what we’re doing is also protected by the
The COVID-19 pandemic
why I’m here today,” neigh- First Amendment and the constitution
took a toll on people’s financial
bor Brandon Usry told the of the state of Oregon.” n
and mental health, he said, and
City Council, as reported by
houses that were once rented to
the Curry Coastal Pilot. “I’m
year-round residents are now
here today because I don’t feel EMM continued from page 5
second homes for the wealthy
safe in my house.”
or short-term rentals through
Diana Cooper, execuThe Episcopal Church first began asAirbnb.
tive director of St. Timothy’s sisting refugees in the 1930s and 1940s
A recent count found 121
Brookings CORE Response through the Presiding Bishop’s Fund for
homeless people living in the
team, said the lack of other World Relief, supporting people from
ZIP code that covers Brookservices in town left homeless Europe fleeing the Nazis.
ings, Lindley said.
people with nowhere else to
Since the Unites States created the
With more people living in
go.
current refugee resettlement program in
cars and tents, St. Timothy’s
“As far as what the church 1980, EMM has resettled about 100,000
stepped up its ministry to the
is
going
to do about the city’s refugees, providing a range of services
Photo/Bernie Lindley
homeless, starting an advocacy St. Timothy’s hosts a variety of services for homeless and hungry
concerns,” she said, according for these families upon their arrival in
team called Brookings CORE people.
to KDRV-TV, “we can’t stop the United States, including English lanResponse about three years ago.
services and it’s not our fault guage and cultural orientation classes,
Team members help homethat no other church is pro- employment services, school enrollment
less people sign up for affordviding services.”
and initial assistance with housing and
able housing wait lists, get
Mayor Ron Hedenskog has transportation.
identification cards, obtain
been critical of providing serWith World Refugee Day celebrated
benefits (including COVID-19
vices to the homeless, saying it on June 20, EMM scheduled a virtual
stimulus checks), do laundry
attracts more of them — and prayer vigil that evening to offer solidarand, for some, upgrade from
the problems associated with ity and support for refugees worldwide.
tents to cars, which are safer to
them — to the area. But he
Curry affirmed that solidarity and
live in, Lindley said.
appreciates the work that St. support during the webinar and thanked
But lately, St. Timothy’s is
Timothy’s does, and he man- EMM for its work on behalf of the Episgoing it alone when it comes
aged the Tuesday soup kitchen copal Church.
to meeting the unhoused comthere for about 10 years.
“You all are remarkable. You have been
munity’s needs. The city, popu“I have no desire what- faithful in hard times and in good times,”
lation 6,500, doesn’t provide
soever to [shut] down a be- Curry said. He invoked references to
homelessness services, and
nevolent kitchen,” said He- God’s command to welcome the stranger
there are no homeless shelters
denskog. “However, you have in Scripture across faith traditions. “The
in Curry County.
truth is, welcoming the stranger, whether
Photo/Robert Barker a neighborhood of 29 people
When the pandemic hit, all Volunteers at St. Timothy’s make pizzas for the church’s feeding
who have complained that it’s refugee, asylum-seeker or immigrant …
the other churches except one ministry.
getting out of hand.”
is something we can all do.” n
By Egan Millard
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